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Abstract — The bistatic electromagnetic scattering from the composite model of a three-dimensional (3-D) arbitrarily shaped object located above a two-dimensional (2-D) Gaussian rough surface is analyzed in this work. The object suited above is assumed to be a perfect electric conductor (PEC) while the rough surface is dielectric. Firstly, the Poggio, Miller, Chang, Harrington, Wu and Tsai (PMCHWT) integral equations, electric field integral equation (EFIE) are implemented and extended on the rough surface and on the surface of the object respectively. Then, the method of moments (MoM) combined with Galerkin method is introduced to discretize the integral equations to the matrix form using RWG basis function. Due to the memory requirement and computational complexity of traditional MOM are $O(N^2)$ ($N$ is the number of unknowns), the rank based 3-D Multilevel UV method (3DMLUV) is employed to reduce memory and CPU time overhead. The 3DMLUV has been successfully applied in the scattering of PEC targets, however, when the object or rough surface become dielectric, the fast fill-in method proposed in Reference [19] often breaks down due to the oscillatory nature of the gradient of Green’s function. Therefore, the ACA is applied to speed up the filling of the impedance entries required in 3DMLUV because of its algebraic nature. The efficiency and accuracy of the proposed method are demonstrated in a variety of scattering problems.

Index Terms - Composite model, bistatic scattering, PMCHWT, 3DMLUV, ACA

I. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic (EM) scattering from an object above a rough surface has attracted much interest during recent years, because of its extensive applications to remote sensing, target recognition, radar surveillance and so on [1-7]. MoM has been widely used to numerically simulate scattering from composite model of the object and the underlying rough surface. Yet, after discretized with basis function and tested, the conventional MoM results in a dense impedance matrix. Consequently, the storage, impedance matrix fill-in, and matrix-vector multiplication operations are of $O(N^2)$ complexity, where $N$ is the number of unknowns. To overcome these disadvantages, a number of techniques have been successfully developed to dramatically reduced memory and computational cost with the iterative solution of surface integral equations (SIEs), such as Multilevel fast multipole method (MLFMM) [8-11,13], the adaptive integral method (AIM) [12]. The mathematical basis of MLFMM algorithm is addition theorem. By the addition theorem, the dyadic Green function can be represented in a
formula in which the observation point and source point are separate. Based on the formula, MLFMM has succeeded in reducing the numerical complexity of memory to $O(N)$ and CPU time to $O(N \log N)$. AIM is FFT-based and for volume integral equations (VIE), it achieve the complexity of $O(N \log N)$.

In this paper, we present an accurate method of moments (MoM) solution of the PMCHWT and EFIE surface integral equations for scattering by 3-D, arbitrarily shaped, homogeneous objects above a 2-D rough surface using hybrid 3DMLUV-ACA method. The object is assumed to be a perfect electric conductor while the rough surface is characterized with Gaussian statistics for surface height and for surface autocorrelation function.

The 3DMLUV method is developed by Deng using EM-interaction-based sampling algorithm. It is an efficient technique to analyze large scale scattering problems and show a computation complexity of $O(N \log N)$. The details of the 3DMLUV can be found in[5,19]. However, before the EM-interaction-based sampling algorithm is used, the original far-field interaction submatrix must be given. When the object or rough surface becomes dielectric, the fast setup method proposed in Reference [19] fails due to the oscillatory nature of the gradient of Green’s function. The ACA method [14-16] is purely algebraic; hence, its implementation is integral equation kernel (the gradient of Green’s function) independent. Therefore, the ACA method is a perfect choice to speed up the filling of the impedance entries required in 3DMLUV.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we present the implementation of the PMCHWT and EFIE integral equations. The Galerkin method is utilized, where RWG functions are used as both basis and testing functions. The 3DMLUV-ACA is briefly presented. In section III, the numerical results are shown, the accuracy of the proposed method is validated first. Finally, bistatic radar cross-section (RCS) of the object/rough surface and difference radar cross-section (d-RCS) [21] of the object are calculated. The influence of the rough surface root mean square (RMS) height, the medium permittivity and the altitude of the object on the scattering characteristic are investigated.

The time factor $\exp(j\omega t)$ is used in this paper and will be suppressed below.

II. THEORY
A. MoM formulation of PMCHWT and EFIE integral equation

As shown in Fig. 1, a 3-D object (PEC) is located above a 2-D random rough surface (Dielectric) and the tapered wave $(E_i, H_i)$ is employed to avoid rough surface edge scattering effects [22].

![Composite scattering model of target and rough surface.](image)

The air space, the space object occupied and the space under rough surface are denoted by Region0, Region1 and Region2 while the surface of the object and the rough surface are indicated as $S_1$ and $S_2$. The three regions have permittivity and permeability given by $\varepsilon_0$, $\mu_0$, $\varepsilon_1$ and $\mu_1$, $\varepsilon_2$ and $\mu_2$, respectively. The electric and magnetic fields in Region 0, Region1 and Region2 are $E_0$, $H_0$, $E_1$, $H_1$ and $E_2$, $H_2$. Since the object is assumed to be PEC, $E_1$, $H_1$ are all equal to zero.

Using the surface equivalence theorem, the equivalent electric and magnetic current on rough surface and the surface of objects are, $J_s$, $M_s$ respectively. So the electric and magnetic fields at an arbitrary point $r$ in Region 0 are

$$E_0(r) = Z_0 L_0(J_s) - K_0(M_s) + Z_0 L_0(J_s) + E_i(r), \quad (1a)$$

$$H_0(r) = \frac{1}{Z_0} L_0(M_s) + K_0(J_s) + K_0(J_s) + H_i(r) \quad (1b)$$
Similarly, the electric and magnetic fields in Region 2 are
\[ E_2(r) = Z_2 L_2(-J_s) - K_2(-M_s), \]  
\[ H_2(r) = \frac{1}{Z_2} L_2(-M_s) + K_2(-J_s), \]
where operators \( L \) and \( K \) are given by
\[ L_{0,2}(X) = -jk \int [X + \frac{1}{k^2} \nabla(\nabla \cdot X)] G_{0,2} dS', \]
\[ K_{0,2}(X) = -\int X \times VG_{0,2} dS' . \]

The vector \( X \) represents the surface electric current \( J \) and/or the surface magnetic current \( M \) on surface \( S_1 \) or on surface \( S_2 \). \( G = \exp(-jk |r-r'|)/4\pi |r-r'| \) is the Green function in homogeneous isotropic medium. \( k = \omega \sqrt{\varepsilon_0 \mu_0} \) is the wave number in Region \( i \). Thus, by equating the tangential component of the electric field \( E_0 \) to zero, on surface \( S_1 \), we get
\[ [Z_0 L_0(J_s) - K_0(M_s) + Z_0 L_0(J_o)]_{\text{tan}} = -E_t(r)|_{\text{tan}} . \]  
Then, upon equating the tangential component of the electric fields (\( E_0 \) and \( E_2 \)) on surface \( S_2 \), we get
\[ [Z_0 L_0(J_s) - K_0(M_s) + Z_0 L_0(J_o)] \]
\[ + [Z_2 L_2(J_s) - K_2(M_s)]_{\text{tan}} = -E_t(r)|_{\text{tan}} . \]

The equivalent electric and magnetic current \( J_s, M_s, J_o \) are approximated by using the RWG vector basis function \( f(r) \) as follows:
\[ J_s(r) = \sum_{n=1}^{P_1} l_{3n} f_{1n}(r), \]
\[ M_s(r) = \sum_{n=1}^{P_1} l_{2n} f_{1n}(r), \]
\[ J_o(r) = \sum_{m=1}^{P_2} l_{3m} f_{2m}(r), \]

the \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) are the number of unknown coefficients. Upon applying Galerkin’s method, the original integral equations are thus transformed into a set of linear equations given by:
\[ \begin{bmatrix} Z_{ss} & Z_{ss} & Z_{ss} \\ Z_{ss} & Z_{ss} & Z_{ss} \\ Z_{ss} & Z_{ss} & Z_{ss} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} I_s \\ I_s \\ I_s \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} V_t^E \\ V_t^E \\ V_t^E \end{bmatrix} . \]

where \( Z_{ss} \), \( Z_{ss} \), \( Z_{ss} \), \( Z_{ss} \) and \( Z_{ss} \) are the impedance submatrices of the rough surface and the object, respectively. The total impedance matrix is complicated by the interactions between the object and rough surface represented by \( Z_{ss} \), \( Z_{ss} \), \( Z_{ss} \), \( Z_{ss} \) and \( Z_{ss} \). It should be pointed out that, not all of the nine submatrices will be calculated. By using the symmetrical relationship, only six of them will be calculated explicitly, which are \( Z_{ss} \), \( Z_{ss} \), \( Z_{ss} \), \( Z_{ss} \) and \( Z_{ss} \). The Bicgstable [20] iterative method will be used to solve equation (5).

**B. Tapered incident wave**

The tapered incident wave is given by
\[ E_t = \exp[-jk(z \cos \theta + x \sin \theta \cos \phi + y \sin \theta \sin \phi)](1 + \omega) \cdot \exp[-t_x - t_y], \]
\[ t_x = \frac{(x \cos \theta \cos \phi + y \cos \theta \sin \phi + z \sin \theta)^2}{g^2 \cos^2 \theta}, \]
\[ t_y = \frac{(-x \sin \phi + y \cos \phi)^2}{g^2}, \]
\[ \omega = \frac{1}{k^2} \left( \frac{2t_x - 1}{g^2 \cos^2 \theta} + \frac{2t_y - 1}{g^2} \right), \]
the \( \theta, \phi \) are incident angles and \( g \) is the tapering parameter. In order to avoid the rough surface edge scattering effects, \( g \) must
be chosen deliberately with respect to the rough surface length. In this paper, \( g \) is taken as \( g = L/4 \).

### C. The Calculation of the RCS and DRCS

Considering the approximation of the Green’s function and the gradient of Green’s function in the far field regions as:

\[
G(r, r') \approx \frac{\exp(-jkr)}{4r} \exp(jk_s \cdot r'),
\]

\[
\nabla G(r, r') \approx -j k G(r, r') k_s.
\]

Where \( k_s = x \sin \theta_s \cos \varphi_s + y \sin \theta_s \sin \varphi_s + z \cos \theta_s \), \( r \) and \( r' \) are the field and source point. \( \theta_s \) and \( \varphi_s \) are the scattering angles.

The scattered electric field \( E_s \) can be calculated by (1a) (after minusing the incident electric field), where the far field approximation (8) and (9) will be used. Defining the difference induced electric and magnetic current as \( J_{sd} \) and \( M_{sd} \) on the rough surface, the difference electric field can be calculated by:

\[
E_{sd}(r) = Z_0 L_0(J_{sd}) - K_0(M_{sd}) + Z_0 L_0(J_o).
\]

Then, the RCS \( \sigma \) and d-RCS \( \sigma_d \) can be given by:

\[
\sigma = \lim_{r \to \infty} 4 \pi r^2 \left| \frac{E_{sd}}{E_i} \right|^2 , \quad \sigma_d = \lim_{r \to \infty} 4 \pi r^2 \left| \frac{E_{sd}}{E_i} \right|^2 .
\]

### D. Fast fill-in method using ACA

When the bottom rough surface is dielectric, for surface integral equations (SIEs), there are two kinds of operators, i.e. the \( L \) operator and \( K \) operator. The 3DMLUV method fill in the submatrix elements of \( Z_{m,n} \) with the fast method in [19]. Whereas in [19], the target are all assumed to be PEC. So they do not take the \( K \) operator into consideration. After discretized by RWG basis function and tested using Galerkin method, the \( K \) operator in submatrix \( Z_{ss} \) is as follow:

\[
\equiv_{EM}^{sub} Z_{ss},m,n = -\frac{1}{2} \rho_r^s (r_m^s \cdot H_{mn}(r_m^s)) , \quad (13)
\]

\[
+ \frac{1}{2} \rho_r^o (r_m^o \cdot H_{mn}(r_m^o))
\]

\[
H_{mn}(r_m^e) = \int f_n(r') \times \nabla G(r_m^e, r') ds,
\]

where all the symbols have the same meaning as in [23]. Then the normalized area coordinate [23] is introduced to calculate \( H_{mn}(r_m^e) \).

\[
H_{mn}(r_m^e) = \int f_n(r') \times \nabla G(r_m^e, r') ds
\]

To the far interaction, the approximate relation is given by

\[
I_{\xi}^{m,n \xi} = I_{\eta}^{m,n \eta} = I_{\zeta}^{m,n \zeta} = \frac{1}{3} I_{\mu}^{m,n \mu} .
\]

Then, equation (13) can be written as:

\[
\equiv_{EM}^{sub} Z_{ss}, m,n = -\frac{1}{2} \rho_r^s (r_m^s \cdot H_{mn}(r_m^s)) .
\]

Due to the oscillatory nature of the gradient of Green’s function in (16-19), the fast fill-in method proposed in reference [19] breaks down. Therefore, The X, Y, and Z component of (16) will be calculated by ACA method. Because the oscillatory kernel has little impact on ACA. The ACA method has been described in detail in [14-16] and need not be repeated here.
E. The architecture of 3DMLUV-ACA

To present a whole picture of the implementation of 3DMLUV-ACA, we employ a presentation from coarser to finer considerations. Figure 2 shows the architecture of 3DMLUV, where FFI stands for far-field interaction, NFI stands for near-field interaction, MVM stands for matrix-vector multiplication and SVD stands for singular value decomposition. The criterion used to define the FFI and NFI is discussed in detail in [8].

Before the UV decomposition is implemented, the FFI submatrix \( Z_{mn} \) must be calculated, the ACA method is used to speed up the filling as discussed above. Then, the FFI submatrix \( \overline{Z}_{mn} \) with low rank \( r \) could be approximated by product of a \( U \) and \( V \) matrix
\[
\overline{Z}_{mn} \approx U_{mxr}V_{rvn},
\]
where \( r \ll \min(m,n) \). Only \( U_{mxr} \) and \( V_{rvn} \) will be stored in memory. Thus, the requirement of storage memory descends from \( m \times n \) to \( r \times (m + n) \). Moreover, during matrix-vector multiplication in iterative method, the original \( Z_{mn}^{-1}I_{nx1} \) will be substituted by \( U_{mxr}V_{rvn}^{-1}I_{nx1} \), which greatly reduce the computational complexity.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Accuracy and efficiency

The CPU employed below is Intel Core i7 2.8GHz processor with 2G Bytes of RAM.

To validate the 3DMLUV solution of PMCHWT integral equations, for plane wave with \( \theta_i = 0^\circ, \phi_i = 90^\circ \), the VV-polarized bistatic RCS of a dielectric sphere with radius of \( r = 3\lambda \) (\( \lambda \) is the wavelength in free space) in free space is calculated and compared with Mie series in Fig. 3. The relative permittivity \( \varepsilon_r = 4 \) and the number of unknowns is 86,400. For efficiency analysis, the MLFMM is also used to calculate the scattering of the same sphere. The memory requirement and computational time consumed are compared in Table 1.

![Fig. 2. The architecture of the 3DMLUV-ACA.](image)

![Fig. 3. (a) Bistatic RCS of a dielectric sphere; (b) Number of iterations.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Unknowns</th>
<th>Memory(MB)</th>
<th>Time(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MLFMM</td>
<td>86,400</td>
<td>978</td>
<td>2027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DMLUV</td>
<td>86,400</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>2160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From Fig. 3 and Table 1, it can be concluded that 3DMLUV-ACA not only show a high computation accuracy but also is highly efficient. The memory 3DMLUV method needed is even lower than the MLFMM method. But because of the fill-in time consumed by 3DMLUV, the computation time needed is slightly more than MLFMM method.

B. Statistic composite EM scattering

In this section, statistic composite scattering is presented and discussed by making 100 Monte Carlo simulations of the rough surface. The tapered incident wave with $\theta_i = 30^\circ, \phi_i = 90^\circ$ is used for all experiments below.

Case 1: Given surface length $L_x = L_y = 16\lambda$, correlation length $l_x = l_y = 0.5\lambda$, RMS height $h = 0.04\lambda$, the relative dielectric permittivity $\varepsilon_r = 2.5 - 0.18j$. Let a PEC cube with side length of $a = 2\lambda$ lie at altitudes of $d = 2\lambda, 10\lambda$ respectively. Figure 4 presents the VV-polarized DRCS. Because the object at the lower altitude has more intense interaction with the underlying rough surface, the DRCS for $d = 2\lambda$ is generally larger than that for $d = 10\lambda$.

CASE 2: Considering a cylinder with a radius of $R = 1.5\lambda$ and a length of $H = 3\lambda$ lie at an altitude of $d = 3\lambda$ above a Gaussian dielectric rough surface. The rough surface has the same parameters as in Case 1 except that the RMS heights vary as $h = 0.01\lambda, 0.02\lambda, 0.08\lambda$. Figure 5 gives the VV-polarize RCS. It is obviously that the composite bistatic RCS is closely correlated with RMS heights. The composite RCS appears as a peak near $\theta_s = -30^\circ$, which is more significant for the smoother surface with lower value of $h$. And the incoherent scattering increases while the coherent scattering decreases as the roughness increases.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig4.png}
\caption{DRCS of the cube above rough surface for different altitude.}
\end{figure}

IV. CONCLUSION

The 3DMLUV/ACA method is proposed to simulate the scattering from the dielectric objects. By investigating the bistatic electromagnetic
scattering from the composite model of a 3-D arbitrarily shaped object located above a 2-D Gaussian dielectric rough surface, this method is proved to be accurate and highly efficient. Furthermore, due to the algebraic nature of 3DMLUV/ACA, this method can be easily extended to the composite scattering of dielectric object located above the dielectric rough surface with a few modifications.

Fig. 6. RCS and DRCS of the sphere above rough surface for different permittivities.
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Abstract — In this paper, the adaptive cross approximation (ACA) algorithm is combined with the fast dipole method (FDM) to solve the electromagnetic scattering from perfect electric conducting (PEC) targets. In the ACA-FDM, the ACA and the FDM are employed to deal with the near-group pairs and the far-group pairs respectively. Compared with the conventional FDM, the submatrices related to the interactions of the near-group pairs are efficiently compressed by the ACA, so the ACA-FDM saves CPU time and memory requirement, when the criterion for the far-group pairs becomes stricter in order to obtain relatively high accurate solutions. Numerical results about the electromagnetic scattering from PEC targets are given to demonstrate the merits of the ACA-FDM.

Index Terms — Electromagnetic scattering, equivalent dipole method (EDM), fast dipole method (FDM), adaptive cross approximation (ACA).

I. INTRODUCTION

The method of moments (MoM) has been widely used to solve electromagnetic scattering problems. However, the computational complexity and memory storage of the conventional MoM which leads to a dense matrix equation are both $O(N^2)$ for matrix iterative solvers, where $N$ is the number of unknowns. Both the matrix-fill and matrix-solve processes are expensive. Fortunately, many methods have been developed in order to overcome this problem through these years, such as multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA) [1-2], adaptive integral method (AIM) [3-4], pre-corrected fast Fourier transform (P-FFT) method [5-6] and adaptive cross approximation (ACA) algorithm [7-12].

Recently, the equivalent dipole method (EDM) [13-14] based on the commonly used Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) [15] basis function has been developed to simplify the MoM impedance matrix element filling procedure. In the EDM, each RWG element is viewed as a dipole model with an equivalent moment, and the mutual impedance elements is replaced by the interactions of equivalent dipoles, which has a simple closed canonical form. However, the computational complexity and memory storage of the EDM don’t change, which are still $O(N^2)$. More recently, the fast dipole method (FDM) [16-17] is proposed to mitigate this problem. Through a simple Taylor's series expansion of all the terms including $R$ in the formulation of EDM, the FDM can achieve the separation of the field dipole and source dipole. Therefore the complexity of interactions between two far groups such as group $i$ and $j$ can be reduced from $O(N_iN_j)$ to $O(N_i + N_j)$, where $N_i$ and $N_j$ are the number of the dipoles in group $i$ and $j$, respectively.

However, in order to get good solutions, the FDM has to choose stricter criterion for far-group pairs. In other words, the number of near-group pairs must increase. Although the near group interactions can be efficiently calculated by the EDM, they will still lead to rapidly increase in memory requirement and CPU time in the matrix-vector products (MVPs). In this work, the adaptive cross approximation (ACA) algorithm [8] is employed to deal with the near group interactions. The ACA is purely algebraic in nature and relatively easy to implement. Also, it does not require knowing all the impedances of
submatrices. For a relatively high accuracy the hybrid ACA-FDM saves memory requirement and CPU time than the conventional FDM.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the basic principle of the FDM is presented. Then we describe how the ACA is combined with the FDM in detail. In Section III, some numerical results about the bistatic radar cross section (RCS) are given to verify the efficiency and accuracy of the new method. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section IV.

II. FORMULATIONS

A. Basic Principles of the FDM

For perfect electric conducting (PEC) targets, the equivalent dipole method (EDM) [13-14] views each RWG element as a small dipole and the mutual impedance is replaced by the interaction between two dipoles when the distance of the two dipoles is beyond a appropriate threshold distance (typically 0.2 \( \lambda \sim 0.5 \lambda \)). Considering two well-separated dipoles (the \( m \)th dipole and the \( n \)th dipole), the relevant impedance element for electric field integral equation (EFIE) and magnetic field integral equation (MFIE) can be calculated by [13-14]

\[
Z^E_{mn} = jk \eta |m_n| \cdot \hat{G}(R) \cdot m_n
\]

\[
Z^M_{mn} = jk \eta |m'_n| \cdot G(R) \times m_n
\]

where

\[
\hat{G}(R) = \frac{e^{-jMr}}{4\pi R} \left[ \left( 1 + \frac{1}{jkR} + \frac{1}{(jkR)^2} \right) \hat{R} \hat{R} \right] - \frac{e^{-jMr}}{4\pi R} \left( \left( 1 + \frac{3}{jkR} + \frac{3}{(jkR)^2} \right) \hat{R} \right)
\]

\[
G(R) = \frac{e^{-jMr}}{4\pi R} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{jkR} \right) \hat{R}
\]

In (1)-(4), \( m_n = l_n (r^e_n - r^s_n) \) and \( m'_n = l_n (r^e_n - r^s_n) \) are the equivalent dipole moments of the \( mn \)th and \( mn \)th RWG elements. \( m_n = \hat{n}_n \times r^e_n \cdot r^s_n (r^e_n - r^s_n) \) is the position vector of the centroid of two adjacent triangular patches \( T^e_m (T^s_m) \), and \( l_n (l_m) \) is the length of the common edge of \( T^e_m (T^s_m) \). \( \hat{n}_n = (\hat{n}_n^e + \hat{n}_n^s)/|\hat{n}_n^e + \hat{n}_n^s| \) is the average normal vector, and \( \hat{n}_n^e \) represent the unit normal vectors of \( T^e_m \). \( r_n = (r^e_n + r^s_n)/2 \) and \( r_m = (r^e_m + r^s_m)/2 \) respectively represent the position vectors of the \( m \)th and \( n \)th dipoles’ centers (see Fig. 1).

\[
R = r_{mn} = r_m - r_n, \ R = |R|, \ \hat{R} = R/R. \ \eta \text{ and } k \text{ are the impedance and wavenumber of the free space.}
\]

Fig. 1. Geometry of the \( m \)th and \( n \)th RWG elements and their equivalent dipole models [16].

It can be seen from (1) and (2) that the calculation of mutual impedance elements of both EFIE and MFIE in the EDM is very simple. However, it don't change the memory cost and matrix-solve time. The fast dipole method (FDM) [16-17] can mitigate this problem. In the FDM, the target is grouped with equally sized cubes, then all dipoles are assigned to individual cubes. The FDM is used in those far-group pairs. We use \( D(i,j) = \max \{ |x_i - x_j|, |y_i - y_j|, |z_i - z_j| \} / \Delta \) to define the distance between two groups \( i \) and \( j \), in which \( (x_i, y_i, z_i) \) and \( (x_j, y_j, z_j) \) are the coordinates of the centroid of group \( i \) and group \( j \), \( \Delta \) is the side length of the group. A given integer \( D_h (D_h \geq 1) \) is used to decide if the two groups are far-group pair. If \( D(i,j) > D_h \), the two groups are a far-group pair. It can be found that the FDM will give more accurate solutions with the increment of \( D_h \), so \( D_h \) can be used to control the accuracy of the FDM.

Now, we consider two dipoles \( m \) and \( n \) that respectively belongs to group \( j \) and \( i \), and suppose the two groups are a far-group pair. The impedance element can be represented as (1) and (2) for EFIE and MFIE. The distance between the two dipoles can be written as

\[
R = r_{ji} + r_{nj} - r_{ni} = r_{mp} - r_{np}
\]

where

\[
r_{ji} = r_{o_j} - r_{o_i}, \ r_{nj} = r_{m} - r_{o_j}, \ r_{ni} = r_{n} - r_{o_i}, \ r_{mp} = r_{m} - r_{p}, \ r_{np} = r_{n} - r_{p}, \ r_{p} = (r_{o_j} + r_{o_i})/2.
\]
\( \mathbf{r}_{ij} \) are the center positions of group \( i \) and \( j \) shown in Fig. 2.

![Diagram](image.png)

**Fig. 2.** The \( m \)th and \( n \)th RWG elements and the groups they belong to [16].

\[
R^\alpha (\alpha = 1,-1,-2,-3) \text{ in (3) and (4) can be expanded using the Taylor series as } [17]
\]

\[
R^\alpha = \left[ \mathbf{r}_{ij} + \mathbf{r}_{mj} - \mathbf{r}_n \right]^2 = \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{2 \mathbf{r}_{ij} \cdot \mathbf{r}_{mj}}{r_{ij}^2} + \frac{r_{mj}^2}{r_{ij}} + \frac{2 \mathbf{r}_{ij} \cdot \mathbf{r}_{mj}}{r_{ij}} - \frac{2 \mathbf{r}_{mj} \cdot \mathbf{r}_n}{r_{ij}} \right) \right]^{\alpha / 2}
\approx R_n^{\alpha (\alpha)} + R_n^\alpha
\tag{6}
\]

where

\[
R_n^{\alpha (\alpha)} = r_{ij}^2 \left[ 1 + \alpha \left( \frac{\mathbf{r}_{ij} \cdot \mathbf{r}_{mj}}{r_{ij}} + \frac{r_{mj}^2}{r_{ij}} + \frac{2 \mathbf{r}_{ij} \cdot \mathbf{r}_{mj}}{r_{ij}} - \frac{2 \mathbf{r}_{mj} \cdot \mathbf{r}_n}{r_{ij}} \right) \right]^{\alpha / 2}
\tag{7}
\]

\[
R_n^\alpha = r_{ij}^2 \left[ 1 + \alpha \left( \frac{\mathbf{r}_{ij} \cdot \mathbf{r}_{mj}}{r_{ij}} + \frac{r_{mj}^2}{r_{ij}} + \frac{2 \mathbf{r}_{ij} \cdot \mathbf{r}_{mj}}{r_{ij}} - \frac{2 \mathbf{r}_{mj} \cdot \mathbf{r}_n}{r_{ij}} \right) \right]^{\alpha / 2}
\tag{8}
\]

The dyad \( \mathbf{RR} \) in (3) can be approximated as [17]

\[
\mathbf{RR} \approx \frac{1}{r_{ij}^2} \left[ \mathbf{rr}_{ij} + (\mathbf{s}_m - \mathbf{s}_n) \mathbf{r}_{ij} + \mathbf{r}_j (\mathbf{s}_m - \mathbf{s}_n) \right] = \mathbf{\bar{r}}_m + \mathbf{\bar{r}}_n
\tag{9}
\]

where

\[
\mathbf{\bar{r}}_m = \frac{1}{r_{ij}^2} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{rr}_{ij} + \mathbf{s}_m \mathbf{r}_{ij} + \mathbf{r}_j \mathbf{s}_m \right]
\tag{10}
\]

Substituting (6) (\( \alpha = 1,-1,-2,-3 \)) and (9) into (1), and substituting (6) (\( \alpha = 1,-2,-3 \)) and (5) into (2), the impedance element in the FDM for EFIE and MFIE can be obtained.

\[
Z_{mn}^E \approx \frac{j k \eta}{4 \pi} \mathbf{M}_n \cdot \left[ \mathbf{\bar{r}}_m (A_m + A_n) - (\mathbf{\bar{r}}_m + \mathbf{\bar{r}}_n) (B_m + B_n) \right] \cdot \mathbf{M}_n
\tag{11}
\]

\[
Z_{mn}^F \approx \frac{j k \eta}{4 \pi} \mathbf{M}_n \cdot \left[ (A_m + A_n) \mathbf{\bar{r}}_m - (B_m + B_n) \mathbf{\bar{r}}_n \right] \cdot \mathbf{M}_n
\tag{12}
\]

\[
\mathbf{\bar{r}}_m = \frac{1}{r_{ij}^2} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{rr}_{ij} + \mathbf{s}_m \mathbf{r}_{ij} + \mathbf{r}_j \mathbf{s}_m \right]
\tag{13}
\]

\[
\mathbf{s}_m = \mathbf{r}_m - \mathbf{r}_{mj} \cdot \mathbf{\hat{r}}_{mj}
\tag{14}
\]

\[
\mathbf{s}_n = \mathbf{r}_n - \mathbf{r}_{mj} \cdot \mathbf{\hat{r}}_{mj}
\tag{15}
\]

\[
Z_{mn}^M \approx \frac{j k \eta}{4 \pi} \mathbf{M}_n \cdot \left[ (C_m + C_n) (\mathbf{r}_m - \mathbf{r}_n) \times \mathbf{M}_n \right]
\tag{16}
\]

\[
Z_{mn}^M \approx \frac{j k \eta}{4 \pi} \mathbf{M}_n \cdot \left[ (C_m + C_n) (\mathbf{r}_m - \mathbf{r}_n) \times \mathbf{M}_n \right]
\tag{17}
\]

\[
Z_{mn}^M \approx \frac{j k \eta}{4 \pi} \mathbf{M}_n \cdot \left[ (C_m + C_n) (\mathbf{r}_m - \mathbf{r}_n) \times \mathbf{M}_n \right]
\tag{18}
\]

\[
Z_{mn}^M \approx \frac{j k \eta}{4 \pi} \mathbf{M}_n \cdot \left[ (C_m + C_n) (\mathbf{r}_m - \mathbf{r}_n) \times \mathbf{M}_n \right]
\tag{19}
\]

\[
Z_{mn}^M \approx \frac{j k \eta}{4 \pi} \mathbf{M}_n \cdot \left[ (C_m + C_n) (\mathbf{r}_m - \mathbf{r}_n) \times \mathbf{M}_n \right]
\tag{20}
\]

\[
\mathbf{V}_j = \mathbf{Z}_j \mathbf{I}_j
\tag{21}
\]

Now we discuss how the FDM can efficiently calculate the MVPs for a far-group pair (such as group \( j \) and \( i \)). We suppose the two groups contain \( N_j \) and \( N_i \) dipoles, respectively. For an iterative solver such as GMRES, the MVP between far groups \( j \) and \( i \) need be computed, where \( \mathbf{Z}_j \) are the impedance submatrix between groups \( j \) and \( i \), whose size is \( N_j \times N_i \), \( \mathbf{I}_j \) with a size of \( N_j \times 1 \) is the current subvector, \( \mathbf{V}_j \) with a size of \( N_j \times 1 \) is the result of \( \mathbf{Z}_j \mathbf{I}_j \). The complexity of (21) is \( O(N_jN_i) \).
the FDM is used to calculate these interactions between groups \(j\) and \(i\), an element \(v_m\) of \(V_j\) for EFIE and MFIE can be approximatively represented as follows.

\[
v_m = \sum_{n=1}^{N_j} Z_m^x I_n
\]

\[
FDM_{ij} = \left( A_m M_n - B_m M_n \cdot \overline{T}_m \right) \sum_{n=1}^{N_j} M_n I_n
\]

\[
+ M_n \sum_{a=1}^{N_j} (A_m M_n - B_m M_n) I_a
\]

\[
- \left( M_m \cdot \overline{T}_m \right) \sum_{a=1}^{N_j} (B_m M_n) I_a
\]

\[
- (B_m M_n) \sum_{a=1}^{N_j} (T_m \cdot M_n) I_a
\]

\[
v_m = \sum_{n=1}^{N_j} Z_m^x I_n
\]

\[
\approx \frac{jk \eta}{4\pi} \left( C_m \cdot r_{mp} \cdot \sum_{n=1}^{N_j} M_n I_n
\]

\[
+ (M_m \cdot r_{mp}) \sum_{n=1}^{N_j} (C_m M_n) I_a
\]

\[
+ (C_m M_m \cdot r_{mp}) \sum_{n=1}^{N_j} (M_m \cdot r_{mp}) I_n
\]

\[
+ M_m \sum_{a=1}^{N_j} (C_m M_m \cdot r_{mp}) I_n
\]

\[
\sum_{a=1}^{N_j} M_n I_n
\]

\[
\text{achieves the separation of } m \text{ and } n. \text{ Therefore, the result } \sum_{n=1}^{N_j} M_n I_n \text{ is independent of } m. \text{ For different}
\]

dipole \(m\) in group \(j\), \(\sum_{n=1}^{N_j} M_n I_n\) can be reused, so it only need be calculated once. All other terms in (22) and (23) can be handled in the same way. Thus the complexity of (21) is reduced to \(O(N_j + N_j)\) by the FDM.

**B. The ACA-FDM**

It is easy to know that the error brought by the FDM is decreasing with the increment of \(D_b\). However, with the increase in \(D_b\) the near region increases quickly, which will increase memory and CPU time requirement. In this article, the adaptive cross approximation (ACA) [8] is employed in the near region to mitigate this problem. The ACA algorithm is a matrix decomposition algorithm which only requires partial impedance elements of original matrices and easy to implement, which can be efficiently calculated by the EDM.

Considering two near groups such as group \(i\) and group \(j\) \((1 < D(i, j) \leq D_b)\) which include \(N_i\) and \(N_j\) dipoles, respectively. The interactions \(Z_{ij}\) between the two groups can be approximated by the ACA as

\[
Z_{ij} \approx U_{ij} V_{ij}
\]

where \(r\) denotes the effective rank of the submatrix \(Z_{ij}\). \(U_{ij}\) is a matrix of size \(N_i \times r\), and \(V_{ij}\) is a matrix of size \(r \times N_j\). The goal of the ACA is to achieve error matrix

\[
\| R_{ij} - U_{ij} V_{ij} \|_F \leq \varepsilon \| Z_{ij} \|_F
\]

where \(\varepsilon\) is a given tolerance, and \(\| \cdot \|_F\) represents the matrix Frobenus norm. The accuracy of the ACA can be easily controlled by a given tolerance \(\varepsilon\). According to [8], a tolerance of \(10^{-2}\) can give accurate results, which is used in the ACA region in this paper.

The detail of the ACA algorithm [8] is presented as follows.

**Initialization** \(\tilde{R} = 0\), \(\| \tilde{Z}^{(0)} \|_F = 0\), \(k = 1\).

Find \(I_k\) : if \((k = 1)\) \(I_1 = 1\); else \(I_k : \| \tilde{R}(I_k, J_{k-1}) \|_F = \max_i \left( \| \tilde{R}(i, J_{k-1}) \|_F \right)\), \(i \neq I_1), \ldots, I_{k-1}\).

\[
\tilde{R}(I_k, \cdot) = Z(I_k, \cdot) - \sum_{l=1}^{k-1} (u_l)_{I_k} v_{I_k}
\]

Find \(J_k : \| \tilde{R}(I_k, J_k) \|_F = \max_j \left( \| \tilde{R}(I_k, j) \|_F \right)\), \(j \neq J_1), \ldots, J_{k-1}\).

\[
v_k = \tilde{R}(I_k, \cdot) / \tilde{R}(I_k, J_k)
\]

\[
\tilde{R}(\cdot, J_k) = Z(\cdot, J_k) - \sum_{l=1}^{k-1} (v_{j_l})_{I_k} u_{I_k}
\]

\[
u_k = \tilde{R}(\cdot, J_k)
\]

\[
\| \tilde{Z}^{(k)} \|_F^2 = \| \tilde{Z}^{(k-1)} \|_F^2 + 2 \sum_{j=1}^{k-1} | u_{I_k} v_{I_k} | + \| u_1 \|_F^2 + \| v_1 \|_F^2
\]

Check convergence: if \((\| u_1 \|| v_{I_k} | \leq \varepsilon \| \tilde{Z}^{(0)} \|_F)\), end iteration; else \(k = k + 1\) and goto .

The MVP related to the two near groups \(j\) and \(i\) can be approximatively represented as
Clearly, the complexity of (27) is $O(r(N_i + N_j))$. Moreover, $U_{ji}$ and $V_{ji}$ are stored instead of $Z_{ji}$, so the complexity of memory requirement is also reduced to $O(r(N_i + N_j))$.

In ACA-FDM, the ACA and the FDM are used to deal with the near-group pairs and the far-group pairs, respectively. Thus both near-group pairs and far-group pairs can be efficiently calculated in the ACA-FDM. Compared with the conventional FDM, the performance of the near-group interactions are improved by the ACA.

In this section, the ACA-FDM is implemented in the RCS calculations. All the simulations are performed on a personal computer with the Intel(R) Pentium(R) Dual-Core CPU E5500 with 2.8 GHz (only one core is used) and 2.0 GB RAM. The combined field integral equation (CFIE) (combination parameter is 0.5) is used. The GMRES iterative solver is employed to obtain an identical residual error $\leq 0.01$. The block diagonal preconditioner (BDP) is used in all the simulations. All the targets are discretized into triangular patches with an average edge length of $0.1\lambda$. In this paper, the threshold distance of the EDM is chosen as $0.2\lambda$. All the objects are illuminated by a $x$-polarized plane wave with the incident direction of $(\theta, \phi) = (0^\circ, 0^\circ)$.

First we consider the scattering problem of a PEC cube with side length of 2.5 m. The cube is divided into 12228 triangular patches, and the total number of unknowns is 18342. All the unknowns are divided into 218 nonempty groups and the size of each group is 0.45 $\lambda$. Figure 3 gives the bistatic RCSs for $\theta\theta$ polarization calculated by the ACA-FDM ($D_b=3$) and the EDM. Results show good agreement.

The second problem is a PEC sphere with radius 3 m. The sphere is meshed into 19260 triangular patches and there are total 28890 unknowns. All the unknowns are divided into 409 nonempty groups and the size of each group is 0.55 $\lambda$. The bistatic RCSs in $\theta\theta$ polarization are shown in Fig. 4. The result obtained by the ACA-FDM ($D_b=3$) agrees well with the Mie series solution, which is exact and used as a reference.

Finally, the bistatic RCSs of a 252.3744-mm PEC NASA almond are calculated. The almond is divided into 8808 triangular patches and the
number of unknowns is 13212. Totally 102 nonempty groups with the size of 0.65 \( \lambda \) are obtained. The bistatic RCS in \( \theta \theta \) polarization calculated by the ACA-FDM (\( D_b = 3 \)) is compared with the EDM shown in Fig. 5.

Table 1: Comparison of CPU time and memory cost for different \( D_b \) values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( D_b )</th>
<th>Problem 1: cube</th>
<th>FDM/ACA-FDM</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>RAM (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>61/61</td>
<td>135/135</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>75/66</td>
<td>363/194</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>97/73</td>
<td>706/270</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( D_b )</th>
<th>Problem 2: sphere</th>
<th>FDM/ACA-FDM</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>RAM (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>159/159</td>
<td>280/280</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>188/166</td>
<td>745/386</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>236/182</td>
<td>1434/523</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( D_b )</th>
<th>Problem 3: almond</th>
<th>FDM/ACA-FDM</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>RAM (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>38/38</td>
<td>229/229</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>57/42</td>
<td>504/273</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>76/45</td>
<td>775/310</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The memory requirements and CPU time for the simulations above are summarized in Table 1. From Table 1, it can be found that the ACA-FDM saves CPU time and memory requirement than the conventional FDM, when \( D_b \) (>1) is chosen as the same value for the two methods. When \( D_b = 1 \), the ACA-FDM is the same as the conventional FDM, because the ACA algorithm is only used to handle the nonadjacent groups. As shown in Fig. 3–5, we can find that the CFIE (combination parameter is 0.5) solved by the ACA-FDM (\( D_b = 3 \)) can give good RCS solutions for the three examples. However, it is worth mentioning that the stricter criterion \( D_b \) of the ACA-FDM may be required when more complex or larger targets are calculated, or when larger group size is chosen.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this article, a hybrid ACA-FDM is implemented to accelerate solving the electromagnetic scattering from PEC targets. In the ACA-FDM, the ACA and the FDM are used to deal with the near-group pairs and the far-group pairs, respectively. Profiting from the use of ACA algorithm in the near region, the ACA-FDM saves memory and CPU time than the FDM when the criteria for the far region becomes stricter.
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Abstract — A simplified structure made of double P-like rings (DPLs), printed on only one side of a dielectric substrate was proposed. A metamaterial sample is investigated numerically and experimentally. The results clearly show that the negative refraction occurs at the transmission band, and one very wide left-handed passband is obtained. A circuit model is also carried out to be a further analysis of the DPLs unit cell.

Index Terms — P-rings, left-handed material (LHM), metamaterials, double negative (DNG), wideband metamaterials.

I. INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials is a sort of artificial composite material, in which both the electric permittivity ($\varepsilon$) and the magnetic permeability ($\mu$) are negative. Since Smith first experimented the combination of split ring resonators (SRRs) and continuous wires [1, 2], LHMs have attracted a great amount of attention from researchers in view of their novel characteristics and fabrications [3-10]. Then many structures are proposed, such as, symmetrical-rings [11], $\Omega$-shaped [7], and S-shaped [12, 13]. SRRs are magnetoelectric particles making bianisotropic materials where the rod induced electric resonance and split-ring provided magnetic resonance. The $\Omega$-shaped geometries are printed in reverse directions, yielding a material, in which electric and magnetic effects are separate like the SRRs. Then Chen proposed the symmetric S-shaped configuration, in which there is no obvious electric and magnetic response. Most of above-mentioned structures are printed on both sides of the substrates and has a narrow band, which faced many problems from fabrication and application.

In contrast, we proposed a novel single-sided double P-like left-handed metamaterial. The unit cell of the DPLs structure was introduced detailly, in which bandwidth is extended and the loss is very low. From an experimental point of view, this structure can be easily fabricated and used in real-life applications. The DNG passband is obtained by overlapping the negative permeability and the permittivity. The electric and magnetic resonances can be easily tuned by the parameters, such as width, length, and distances. Then the negative permittivity can coincide with the negative permeability by tuning these variables. The two rods induced the electric response, and the magnetic response is due to antiparallel current distribution between two rings and the adjacent wires [14]. Using the scattering parameters, obtained by HFSS, the complex constitutive effective parameters of the metamaterial are retrieved. A sample is fabricated and tested in a waveguide measurement setup. Also, an equivalent circuit of the unit cell is given to verify the results.

II. UNIT-CELL DESIGN AND SIMULATION

The unit cell of the DPLs is shown in Fig. 1, where the metallic strip is printed on one side of $h=0.508mm$ thick substrate Rogers5880 ($\varepsilon_r=2.2$) and the metallization is a 0.018 mm copper. Dimensions of the unit cell are: $a=5.05mm$, $b=4.5mm$, $c=2.5mm$, $a_1=1.3mm$, $w_1=w_2=0.3mm$, $b_1=3.5mm$, $L=2.575mm$, $s=0.1mm$, $s_1=s_2=0.2mm$. In order to verify the DPLs, numerical simulations were first carried out using HFSS. The electromagnetic wave is incident along the $x$ direction with an electric field polarized in the $y$ direction. This structure can be stacked along
direction without space as it is printed on only one side of the dielectric medium. The novel method simplified the manufacturing process.

Fig. 1. Geometry of the double-P unit cell.

There are many known methods to retrieve constitutive parameters of metamaterials [2,15-18], scattering parameters are used mostly to obtain impedance $z$ and effective refractive index $n$. The refractive index and the wave impedance can be related as follows:

$$n = \frac{1}{kd} \cos^{-1} \left( \frac{1 - S_{11}^2 + S_{21}^2}{2S_{21}} \right), \quad z = \frac{(1 + S_{11})^2 + S_{21}^2}{(1 - S_{11})^2 + S_{21}^2}$$

Then we can calculate the $\varepsilon = n/z$ and $\mu = nz$. It must be mentioned that most of the retrieval procedures obtained the $z$ and $n$ used only one unit cell and assumed the results of period structures will be the same as for a single unit cell.

Fig. 2. The simulated S parameters.

Fig. 3. Retrieved effective parameters. Real (solid line) and imaginary (dashed line) part. (a) permittivity, (b) permeability, (c) figure of merit for the unit cell.

The simulated reflection and transmission spectra are given in Fig. 2, as we can see, at the
low frequency side, the transmission is high and approaches 0.98 near 9GHz. Figure 3 clearly depicts the retrieved effective parameters. The effective permittivity is negative in 7.8-13.5GHz, while the effective permeability is negative in 8.75-12.2GHz, respectively. By overlapping the negative permittivity and the permeability, we obtain a wide negative frequency passband, and the relative frequency band is 33.5%. From Fig. 3(c), the figure of merit (FOM), which is a factor of loss and defined as $\frac{|\text{Re}(n)|}{|\text{Im}(n)|}$, is from 168 to 14.3 for the DNG band (8.75-12.2GHz). And outside the passband, the FOM is near zero. This indicates that this left-handed metamaterial performs well in the DNG band and can be a good candidate for the potential real-life applications. The equivalent circuit of the unit cell is also given in Fig. 4. The electric and magnetic resonant behaviours are due to a number of capacitances and inductances within this structure, where the $C_i$ (i=1,2,3) are the gap capacitances, $L_1$ and $L_2$ are the inductances of the two lines, $L_{p1}$, $L_{p2}$ and $C_{p1}$, $C_{p2}$ are the inductances and capacitances of the two rings.

The current distribution of the unit cell at 10GHz is given in Fig. 5, which confirms the equivalent circuit analysis in Fig. 4. As one can see in Fig. 5, there exist three gaps in this structure, on two sides of these gaps ($s$, $s1$, $s2$), the currents is antiparallel which induced the magnetic response. And the electric response is attributed to the plasma-electron oscillations of the two cut wires.

![Fig. 4. The equivalent circuit of the unit cell.](image)

![Fig. 5. Surface current distribution for the double P-like structure at 10GHz.](image)

Here, with detailed simulations, the dependence of the magnetic resonance $f_m$ and the electric resonance $f_e$ is shown in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c), $f_m$ and $f_e$ are linear functions of $1/a_1$, $1/b_1$, and $1/L$. Figure 6(d) shows that $f_m$ is proportional to $s$ and $f_e$ is inversely proportional to $s$ while it changes from 0.1 mm to 0.5 mm.

![Fig. 6. Magnetic resonance frequency $f_m$ and electric resonance $f_e$ versus (a) the width of the ring, (b) the height of the ring, (c) the length of the branch, (d) the distance of the two P-like rings.](image)

III. EXPERIMENT VERIFICATION

The proposed double P-shaped resonator was also manufactured and tested. In practical fabrications, periodic array is 2 unit cells along x
and $y$ direction. And there is no need for spacers between stacked layers in $z$ direction. The sample is put into a standard waveguide BJ100. Scattering parameters were measured by Agilent E8361A [19, 20]. The measured $S_{11}$ and $S_{21}$ parameters are shown in Fig. 7. The transmission peak is near the 9 GHz respectively. A closer view of fabricated sample and its direction inside the waveguide are also depicted in Fig. 7.

![Fig. 7. Measured S parameters.](image)

Figure 8 illustrates the real part and the imagery part of the permittivity and the permeability. It can be seen that the real part of effective permittivity is negative in 8.8-12.5GHz, while the real part of effective permeability is negative in 8.8-12.2GHz. Thus, the DNG band is 8.8-11.8GHz. Comparing the simulated DPL unit cell, the refraction index is negative in 8.75-12.2GHz. Note the measured DNG band is narrower than the simulated one. The difference may be caused by the fabrication error, such as the layers are not precisely parallel and the cut-wires did not touch the waveguide wall completely.

![Fig. 8. Measured effective parameters.](image)

**IV. CONCLUSION**

A novel single-sided double P-shaped resonator has been proposed. Both the numerical simulation and the experiment have confirmed the obvious transmission peak and the negative effective permittivity, permeability, and the negative refraction index happened around the resonant frequency peak. In addition, this single-sided structure has a wide band and can be easily fabricated. Thus, this novel geometry can be used in various potential real-life applications and this manufactured LHM can be a good candidate for being used optical metamaterial.
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Abstract — Although many numerical methods have been developed to calculate photonic bandgap structure properties, but always improvement in numerical methods is necessary to have more efficient, accurate and flexible techniques. In the present work, novel periodic meshless shape functions including so-called direct and radial shape functions are presented. The meshless approaches, based on these periodic shape functions as real-space methods, can be used for simulation of periodic structures, like photonics bandgap structures, straightforwardly. The results on band structures derived from the proposed methods are then presented, discussed and compared with those available in the literature, and a very good agreement is seen. It shows that the proposed techniques are very promising to be robust techniques in the simulation of periodic structures such as photonic problems.

Index Terms — Meshless methods, photonics bandgap, periodic shape functions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Accurate simulation of bandgap structures is indispensable development of various optoelectromagnetic devices [1], [2]. The major groups of the band structure materials have periodic constructions. It is common to analyze periodic geometries by assuming that the structure extends to infinity in one or more directions. Sometimes, this is done in order to simplify the analysis. But the infinite structure can also be viewed as the ideal structure because there are no truncation edges present to possibly degrade the electromagnetic performance. When the structure extends to infinity, it is possible to analyze the electromagnetic performance by considering only one period of the geometrical pattern, i.e. a unit cell. Periodicity and antiperiodicity geometry aspects can be able to reduce the complexities of studied domain of the device [3].

One of the well-known techniques in analyzing photonics bandgap problems is the plane wave method. But this conventional technique has convergence problem arising from the abrupt change in the value of dielectric function across
Thus, real-space numerical methods have also been tried for more efficient calculations of photonic band structures. Among them, the periodic finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method [3] and the periodic finite element method (FEM) [5] are commonly used. The main advantage of using the FEM for infinite periodic analysis compared to the FDTD is the ease of use unstructured grids that can model complex structures with large variation in length scale as well as elements that can better conform to curved boundaries. The computation accuracy of the FEM, however, depends upon the quality of the used mesh. In addition, the meshing process is also known as a very complex and time consuming task.

Unlike the conventional element-based numerical methods, meshless methods expand the field quantities around a set of scattered nodes that can be randomly placed spatially in a problem domain [6]. As a result, their numerical accuracies are independent on the connectivity laws of the grid nodes. In addition, any irregular shape of interface between materials is easily recognized in meshless modeling by simply putting nodes along the interface, e.g., photonic crystals or other metamaterials which they can have any arbitrary shape dielectrics. One of the other unique potential applications for meshless methods is that the methods may be well-suited to adaptive computation which is needed in some devices like liquid crystal materials. Owing to these distinctive features, meshless methods have been introduced as robust and flexible computational methods in a variety of engineering areas, confidently.

To our best knowledge, a few studies have been done on using meshless methods for analyzing periodic structures. This is due to this fact that the shape functions are usually global in the conventional meshless methods and introducing periodic boundary conditions are inherently different from other methods. So, for solving this problem in meshless approach, by implementing periodic shape functions, periodic boundary conditions can be imposed spontaneous. In [7], the author proposed a technique for constructing periodic mean least-square (MLS) shape functions. But as it is known, MLS shape functions do not have the delta function property and thus imposing essential boundary conditions would not be performed, straightforwardly. On the other hand, recently, some other approximations or shape functions, called direct shape functions (DSFs), have been proposed which can be created directly and be more efficient [8], [9]. In this work, a new technique is introduced to generate periodic meshless shape functions. The proposed technique is applied to DSFs and shape functions used in radial point interpolation method (RPIM) [6] to obtain periodic shape functions. Then, the proposed periodic shape functions are employed to calculate the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of the electric field in a photonic bandgap structure.

II. PERIODIC SHAPE FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION

Here, we introduce a simple technique to construct inherently suitable shape functions for periodicity. Our proposed technique is enforced on the weighting or basis functions then it would be affected on the shape functions, straightforwardly. In Fig. 1, a periodic domain with generic parallelogram cell is shown. The lattice vector $\vec{L}$ is denoted by

$$\vec{L} = n_1 \vec{a}_1 + n_2 \vec{a}_2$$

(1)

where $\vec{a}_1$, $\vec{a}_2$ are primitive lattice vectors and $n_1$, $n_2$ are integers. In meshless approach, a unit cell is discretized by a set of nodes $i=1,2,\cdots,N$. Because of periodic nature of the structure, the field will change in a periodic manner in the problem domain. So

$$u(X) = u(X + \vec{L})$$

(2)

for any point $X$ in the unit cell. In periodic approach, dual points of a node such as $X$ should be found, first. It can be easily performed using the components of the lattice vector as

$$X'_{pq} = X + pn_1 \vec{a}_1 + qn_2 \vec{a}_2$$

(3)

where $p,q = -M, -M+1, \cdots, M-1, M$ and $M$ is a large integer. $X_{00}$ is actual point and the others $X'_{pq}$ are named dual points. So in fact, there are too many dual points for each point in the unit cell. But, it should be noted that only those dual points which are located in the neighbor cells are usually important. For example, in a tetrahedron cell, there are eight neighbour cells. In the
parallelogram cell, the lattice vector has two components $\hat{a}_1$ and $\hat{a}_2$ and each point has eight dual points, i.e., $3^2 - 1$ in the neighbour cells. These points can be obtained from (3) by setting $p, q = -1, 0, 1$. It should be carefully noted, although, in a generic periodic structure like Fig. 1, there are some dual points, but generally only a few numbers of them must be considered. In fact, the others have a considerably remote distance from $X_i$ which is obvious and recognizable. For example in Fig. 1, for point $X$ there are eight dual points in the neighbour cells, but only three nearer dual points should be considered. For example, let the considered point be in the lower left corner of the tetrahedron. It is clear that the dual point which is in the top cell, does not have a distance smaller than the actual distance.

According to the lattice structure, the number of dual points is clear and we cannot increase or decrease them. Also, the number of dual points considered must be obtained carefully and exactly. As it is known, in the meshless methods corresponding to each scattered node, there is a weighting or basis function $W_i(X)$. For example, in direct meshless method proposed in [8] it is as

$$W_i(X) = \exp(-\alpha |X - X_i|) \quad (4)$$

where $X$ is the vector of space coordinates, i.e. $X^T = [x, y]$ (for 2D problems), and $X_i$ is the space coordinate of the node that related to the weighting function. $\alpha$ is a positive independent coefficient. In proposed approach to have a periodic weighting function, a modification on (4) should be performed. By introducing

$$X^\text{nearest} = X_{nm} \quad \text{if} \quad |X_{nm} - X_i| \leq |X_{pq} - X_i| \quad (5)$$

Then a periodic weighting function can be proposed as

$$W_i(X) = \exp(-\alpha |X^\text{nearest} - X_i|) \quad (6)$$

Above formula means that to construct a periodic shape function at a generic point $X$, first, the points of $X$ should be obtained and then the nearest point to the center of the shape function, according to (5), would be used instead of $X$ in the conventional basis function formula. This idea comes from this fact that the field in nonperiodic structures at $X_i$ has a small influence on aloof points from $X_i$; or in other words, the shape functions $N(X)$ would be vanished far away from $X_i$. Whereas in periodic structures, an aloof point may have a dual point which can be closed to $X_i$. On the other hand, because any point has the same value of its dual points, so its dual distance can be replaced instead of the actual distance in formulas.
This approach can be applied to other meshless shape functions, straightforwardly. In the case of periodic local radial point interpolation method (RPIM) shape functions [6], the support domain of the point of interest must be first determined. For example for a node in the near lower left corner of a lattice, we first find scattered nodes in the support domain of node $X$, then node $X$ is translated to $X+\alpha_1$ and node search is applied again. The same procedure is repeated for $X+\alpha_2$, and for $X+\alpha_1+\alpha_2$ where $\alpha_1, \alpha_2$ are primitive lattice vectors. After determining the support domain, the periodic RPIM approximation can be written as

$$u(X) = \sum_i a_i R_i(X)$$

(7)

where $R_i(X)$ is the regular radial basis function except for the definition of distance where the new definition of distance discussed above is used, and $a_i$ are unknown coefficients. By letting $u(X)$ passes through each scattered node in the support domain, the unknown coefficients can be determined.

Here, the introduced technique is used to make periodic local radial shape function. Figure 2 shows one of the shape functions near the lower left corner of the parallelogram. Periodic nature of the shape function is appeared, clearly, in this figure. The shape function has non-vanishing values near all the four corners as a result of dual point technique. By using these periodic shape functions, meshless method can simulate an indicator unit cell without any other boundary conditions on the periodic boundaries.

III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In this section, we attempt to validate our proposed techniques through numerical experiment by simulating a well-known problem in periodic structures literature. The problem considered is an array of dielectric rods in free space periodically arranged [1]. The structure is assumed to be infinite in $x$ and $y$ directions both, and is infinitely long in $z$ direction. Since the dielectric rods are periodically arranged, and because the structure is infinite in both $x$ and $y$ directions, we can simply model it by a unit cell to which the proposed periodic meshless methods are employed to calculate its frequency band structures. This problem can be considered as a good test to measure the technique capability in simulating periodic and inhomogeneous regions.

According to the Floquet-Bloch theorem, each components of the electromagnetic fields can be expressed by the product of a periodic function $u(X)$, where $X$ is spatial coordinate, and a plane wave with the wave vector $k$, such as [7]

$$\varphi(X) = u(X)e^{-i\mathbf{k} \cdot X}$$

(8)

By considering the periodic nature of the wave propagation, problem of obtaining electromagnetic fields is reduced to solving two equations for $u(X)$. For TE mode

$$-\left(\nabla + ik\right)\frac{1}{\varepsilon(X)}\left(\nabla - ik\right)u(X) = \lambda u(X)$$

(9)

and for TM mode

$$-\left(\nabla + ik\right)\left(\nabla - ik\right)u(X) = \varepsilon(X)\lambda u(X)$$

(10)
where \( \lambda = (\omega/c)^2 \), \( c \) is the light velocity and \( \varepsilon \) is the relative permittivity of the medium.

We use two different unit cells for this problem, one configuration with a rod in the center of the cell (Conf. 1) and in the other one the unit cell is chosen so that one quarter of four rods are in each corner of the lattice (Conf. 2), as shown in Fig. 3. Since these two problems are similar to each other, we expect that the frequency band diagrams obtained by applying periodic meshless methods to these two unit cells be the same, too. The results will show it is indeed the case. It can be considered as an initial criterion of the accuracy of the results. In this study we have used multi-quadratics (MQ) RPIM shape functions with shape parameters chosen as \( q = 0.98 \) and \( \alpha = 0.5 \) [6]. Moreover, the problem domain is discretized by \( 417 \) nonuniform meshless nodes. For DSF approach, the shape parameter \( \alpha = 3/d_c \), where \( d_c \) is the average nodal spacing, is chosen with the same meshless nodes [8].

In this case, there exists a wide bandgap in TM modes as known in literature [7]. Meshless results on band structures also confirm the wide bandgap in TM modes as shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for both DSF and RPIM approaches, respectively. In these diagrams, the normalized frequency is drawn for different modes versus wave number, i.e., \( k \), in Brillouin zone. The results have a good agreement with those obtained by other methods such as the plan wave expansion method (PWEM) [10]. Although, the DSF meshless method accuracy is less than the accuracy of the RPIM meshless method, its simulation time is better than RPIM.
method as known as one of the advantages of direct meshless methods [8], [9]. Table 1 illustrates the consuming time for shape function construction in two comparable methods, the proposed method and the RPIM approach.

Table 1: Consuming time for two different meshless approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computational time (sec)</th>
<th>Number of nodes</th>
<th>RPIM method</th>
<th>Direct method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>289</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>361</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>441</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>529</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>625</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen, when the number of nodes increases, the RPIM method processing time increases, extremely. All simulations were performed on the same PC with a CPU of 2.4 GHz and a RAM of 2 GB.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented successfully a new 2D meshless method applicable to analyze any infinite periodic structures, like photonic crystals. The periodic radial and direct shape functions, as two advanced meshless shape functions, based on the proposed approach were introduced and a 2D photonic crystal structure was simulated. In this approach, any complex dielectric boundaries can be modeled only by putting nodes on the boundaries, effortlessly. The photonic bandgap structure was analyzed and the obtained results matched well with the reference solutions. It thus demonstrates that the periodic meshfree shape functions implemented are very efficient for the problems of periodicity. The periodic approach has been presented in 2D quadrilateral cell, but generally 3D cells could be possible.

Nevertheless, this paper presented a simple bandgap problem. But more complicate problems can be investigated in the future such as photonic crystals with nonlinear and anisotropic materials or application of the time-domain meshless method in photonic structures, etc. In the other words, the proposed method is applicable to each periodic structure with no limitations.
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Abstract — In this paper, different meshless methods are applied to the analysis of microstrip antennas with thin substrate. Comparison is made between the performance of the methods with respect to convergence, CPU time and condition number of final coefficient matrix. The exact modal solution and method of moments are used for validation. The input impedance results of all methods are in agreement with each other.

Index Terms — LBIE, meshless, microstrip antenna, MLBE, MLPG.

I. INTRODUCTION

Meshless methods are powerful tools for numerical solution of partial differential equations (PDEs) [1]. Up to now, these methods have been widely used in mechanical engineering, but with limited use in electrical engineering [2]-[17]. Evidently, the purpose of meshless methods is elimination of mesh in discretization of operator equations. This goal necessitates the design of fitting strategies for scattered data in multidimensional spaces. This attempt resulted in the emergence of meshless shape functions with superb fitting capability. Consequently, expanding the unknown field variable over such functions not only makes it possible to solve problems meshfree, but also decreases the number of unknowns in the corresponding system of equations. In general but not necessarily, these two intrinsic benefits are accomplished at the expense of computational cost. In this work, we have applied different meshless methods such as meshless local Petrov-Galerkin (MLPG) [18], local boundary integral equation (LBIE) [19] and meshless local boundary equation (MLBE) [20] to the analysis of microstrip antennas with thin substrate. A rectangular-coax-fed, a square-line-fed and a two-element array antenna are analyzed. The aforementioned methods are compared with each other from the aspects of convergence, CPU time and condition number of the corresponding linear systems. In order to highlight the capabilities of meshless methods, various node arrangements for describing the problem domains are used including uniform, non-uniform and random. Clearly, by imposing a logical irregularity in accordance with the geometry and physical sense of a problem, the number of unknowns could be considerably decreased.

The results are validated by the exact modal solution for the coax-fed antenna case and the method of moments (MoM) for the others. It is observed that all meshless methods have essentially the same convergence rates. However, LBIE is seen to be the most well-conditioned and the MLBE the fastest.

II. MATHEMATICAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Microstrip structures with thin substrate are planar microwave components [21]. By this assumption, variations normal to the substrate become negligible and consequently, Maxwell’s equations simplify to a two-dimensional (2D) scalar Helmholtz equation with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. In addition, coax excitation ports can be well modeled by Dirac delta functions. Suppose a planar microstrip structure placed on the x-y plane, with the domain and boundary of Ω and Γ(≡∂Ω), respectively.
Based on these assumptions, the mathematical statement of the problem corresponding to a single feed antenna is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\left( \nabla^2 + k^2 \right) E_z &= j \omega \mu_0 \delta (x - x_p), & x \in \Omega \\
\mathbf{n} \cdot \nabla E_z &= 0, & x \in \partial \Omega,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( E_z \) is the component of the electric field normal to the substrate, \( k \) is the propagation constant of the field inside the structure, \( \omega \) is the working angular frequency, \( \mu_0 \) is the magnetic permeability, \( x_p \) is the position of the excitation port and \( \mathbf{n} \) is the normal vector to the boundary. Clearly, (1) can be equivalently written as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\left( \nabla^2 + k^2 \right) u &= 0, & x \in \Omega \\
\mathbf{n} \cdot \nabla u &= q, & x \in \Gamma,
\end{align*}
\]

with:

\[
\begin{align*}
u &= E_z - j \omega \mu_0 \cdot \frac{J}{4 \pi} H_0^{(2)} \left( k \left| x - x_p \right| \right) \\
q &= -\mathbf{n} \cdot \nabla j \omega \mu_0 \cdot \frac{J}{4 \pi} H_0^{(2)} \left( k \left| x - x_p \right| \right).
\end{align*}
\]

We have found that (2) is more proper for meshless discretization, so it is regarded as the mathematical statement of the problem. Our observations of different situations showed that meshless methods are incapable of handling abrupt changes, in the sense of convergence. In fact, we could not get a convergence solution of (1) unless we approximated the Dirac delta by a sharp bell-shaped function. Even by applying this trick, a series of difficulties could be encountered. For example, the sharpness should not exceed a certain level; otherwise, the number of nodes at the vicinity of the excitation should be sufficiently increased to track the function.

Equation (2) cannot be solved unless \( k \) is determined. Since in antenna applications a considerable amount of electromagnetic energy should be radiated in free space, the trivial value of the propagation constant in the substrate, i.e., \( \omega (\varepsilon \mu)^{1/2} \), is incapable of modeling the behavior of the structure.

An effective value for propagation constant, \( k_{\text{eff}} \), can be well estimated by the cavity method [22]. The electric field distribution on the antenna can be computed by solution of (2) based on \( k_{\text{eff}} \). Once this is done, the input impedance at the antenna port can be evaluated by:

\[
Z_{\text{in}} = -h \cdot E_z(x_p)/I(x_p),
\]

where \( h \) is the height of substrate and \( I \) the source current defined as:

\[
I(x_p) = \begin{cases} 
1, & x = x_p \\
0, & x \neq x_p.
\end{cases}
\]

In general, this procedure is iterative but in most of the cases sufficient accuracy is achieved at the second run.

III. CHOICES OF MESHLESS METHODS

Meshless methods are classified as weighted residual methods. Therefore, by changing the form of residual statement and/or kind of weighting function, different meshless methods can be generated [23]. Two equivalent global weak statements of (2), neglecting imposition of boundary conditions, are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\int_{\Gamma} w u d\Gamma - \int_{\Omega} \nabla w \cdot \nabla u d\Omega + k^2 \int_{\Omega} w u d\Omega &= 0 \\
\int_{\Gamma} \left( w u_n - u w_n \right) d\Gamma + \int_{\Omega} \left( \nabla^2 + k^2 \right) w u d\Omega &= 0,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( w \) is the weighting function and \( u_n = \partial u / \partial n \).

Based on these forms, three meshless methods can be developed:

A. MLPG5

This method is based on the first form of (6) with the Heaviside step function as weighting and leads to:

\[
\int_{\Gamma} w u d\Gamma + k^2 \int_{\Omega} u d\Omega = 0.
\]

Although this choice of weighting function is the simplest one, an extensive study in [23] showed its better performance in comparison with more complicated weights such as MLS shape functions, in the sense of convergence. In this work, hereafter, by MLPG we mean MLPG5.

B. LBIE

This method is based on the second form of (6) with the Green’s function of the PDE as weighting, leading to:

\[
\int_{\Gamma} \left( w u_n - u w_n \right) d\Gamma + u(x) = 0
\]

\[
w(x, y) = \frac{J}{4 \pi} H_0^{(2)} \left( k \sqrt{x^2 + y^2} \right).
\]
The LBIE method makes it possible to impose the essential boundary conditions by the weak statement of the problem, which is an important capability. Thus, all of the Dirichlet, Neumann and Robin boundary conditions could be directly imposed by this method.

C. MLBE

This one is our developed method and similar to the LBIE is based on the second form of (6) but with a proper homogeneous solution of the differential equation as weighting and leads to:

\[
\left\{ \begin{align*}
\int_{\Gamma} \left[ w u_n - u w_n \right] d\Gamma &= 0, \\
w(x, y) &= \sin \left[ k(x + y)/\sqrt{2} + \pi/4 \right].
\end{align*} \right.
\]

(9)

In this method, \( w \) should be selected such that imposition of boundary conditions becomes possible. Clearly, MLBE preserves the valuable properties of the LBIE while removing singular integrands. Further details of the MLBE method are reported in [20].

It is worth mentioning that all of these three meshless methods have a similar benefit over the others in the sense that, they reduce the computational complexity by transforming domain integrals to boundary integrals. For the problem at hand, this happens completely for the LBIE and MLBE cases, although in the case of MLPG one domain integral remains. On the other hand, LBIE requires singular integration arising from the presence of the Green’s function which is in contrast to MLPG and MLBE. Thus, we can expect the MLBE to be the fastest.

IV. MESHLESS DISCRETIZATION AND SOLUTION

Only MLPG method is considered in this section. Generalization to other methods is straightforward. Meshless discretization can be considered as a four stage process.

First, the domain and boundary of the problem is represented by a sufficient number of nodes, e.g., \( N \) nodes. A sample 2D domain with its nodal description is depicted in Fig. 1.

Second, the global weak statement of the problem is applied to local sub-domains. In the case of (2), this leads to:

\[
\int_{\Gamma} u_n d\Gamma + k^2 \int_{\Omega} u d\Omega = -\int_{\Gamma} q d\Gamma.
\]

(10)

Third, the unknown field variable, i.e. \( u \), is expanded over a set of meshless shape functions with unknown coefficients. Let \( \{ \phi_i \}_{i=1}^N \) be the aforementioned set. Therefore:

\[
u^h(x) = \Phi^T(x) \hat{u} = \sum_{i=1}^N \phi_i(x) \hat{u}_i,
\]

(11)
in which \( \hat{u} = [\hat{u}_1 \ldots \hat{u}_N]^T \) and \( u^h \) is the approximated/interpolated value of \( u \).

Fourth, in the local weak statement of the problem, i.e. (10), \( u \) is replaced by its equivalent expansion, i.e. (11). This completes the meshless discretization. The immediate result of the last step is formation of the following system of equations:

\[
K \hat{u} = f,
\]

(12)

where \( \hat{u} \) is unknown, and entries of \( K \) and \( f \) are given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
K_{ij} &= \int_{\Omega} \phi_i \phi_j d\Omega + k^2 \int_{\Gamma} \phi_i d\Gamma \\
f_i &= -\int_{\Gamma} q d\Gamma
\end{align*}
\]

(13)

Once \( \hat{u} \) is computed, the unknown function \( u \) and thus, \( E_z \) can be approximated/interpolated at any point in the problem domain and on its boundary.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, the selected meshless methods are applied to the selected microstrip antennas. The single-element antennas are depicted in Fig. 2. The two-element array antenna is constructed from the two coax-fed antennas that are 4 cm apart. In
all cases $\varepsilon_r = 2.62$, $h = 1.6$ mm, loss tangent $= 10^{-3}$ and $\sigma = 5.8 \times 10^7$ (S/m).

Thin-plate spline (TPS) functions of 9th order are used for construction of meshless shape functions [1]. Local sub-domains are rectangles with side length of $d$. For all uniform node distributions, $d = 1.0d_r$, where $d_r$ is the radial nodal distance. For non-uniform and random cases, $d = 1.2d_r$, where $d_r$ is computed based on uniform node arrangement.

For error estimate we used the relative error defined as:

$$r_m(u_m, u_{m-1}) = \left\| u_m - u_{m-1} \right\|/\left\| u_m \right\|, \quad (14)$$

where $u_m$ is the field variable of the $m$th pass and

$$\left\| u \right\| = \left( \int_\Omega \left| u \right|^2 \, d\Omega \right)^{1/2}.$$

For the coax-fed antenna, the problem has an analytical modal solution which is regarded as the exact solution [24]. In this case, convergence curves, CPU time and condition numbers of the coefficient matrices for different methods versus number of unknowns are depicted in Fig. 3, based on uniform node arrangements.

This problem is also solved by random node arrangement via the MLBE method. The nodal description and the corresponding electric field distribution on the patch, reconstructed at 5400 nodes, are represented in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. The computed S-parameters based on uniform and random node arrangements are reported in Fig. 4(c).

The input impedance and the corresponding S-parameters are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for coax-fed and line-fed antennas, respectively, all based on uniform node arrangements. The line-fed case is also simulated by non-uniform node arrangement via the MLBE method. The nodal description and the corresponding electric field distribution, reconstructed at 7440 nodes, are shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively. In addition, the computed S-parameters based on uniform and non-uniform node arrangements are depicted in Fig. 7(c). It is worth mentioning that by this irregularity, the number of nodes is reduced from 374 to 214, without a considerable effect on $S_{11}$.

Finally, the S-parameters of the two-element array antenna are reported in Fig. 8. All simulations are performed on an Intel(R) Core(TM)2 CPU with 4 GB RAM.

**VI. CONCLUSION**

In this paper, MLPG, meshless LBIE and MLBE methods are compared by applying to thin microstrip antennas. The results are validated by the exact solution for the coax-fed antenna and the MoM for line-fed and a two-element array. It is observed that all the meshless methods have essentially the same convergence rate, with LBIE possessing the least condition number and MLBE the least CPU time.
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Fig. 3. Coax-fed antenna: (a) convergence curves, (b) computational complexity, (c) condition numbers.

Fig. 4. Analysis of the coax-fed antenna based on random node distribution by the MLBE method: (a) node arrangement, (b) electric field on the patch, (c) $|S_{11}|$. 
Fig. 5. Coax-fed antenna: (a) real part of input impedance, (b) imaginary part of input impedance, (c) $|S_{11}|$.

Fig. 6. Line-fed antenna: (a) real part of input impedance, (b) imaginary part of input impedance, (c) $|S_{11}|$. 
Fig. 7. Analysis of the line-fed antenna based on non-uniform node distribution by the MLBE method: (a) node arrangement, (b) electric filed on the patch, (c) $|S_{11}|$.

Fig. 6. Two-element array antenna: (a) $|S_{11}|$, (b) $|S_{12}|$.
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Abstract — This paper considers single snapshot two dimensional direction-of-arrival (2D-DOA) estimation in impulsive noise environment employing linear arrays. 2D-DOA estimation is realized in two steps. Firstly, the 2D-DOA estimation problem is decomposed into two independent one dimensional direction-of-arrival (1D-DOA) estimation problems. The 1D-DOA estimation is derived using the support vector regression based basis selection algorithm. Secondly, an over-complete dictionary is designed based on amplitude information of sources, and angle pairing is accomplished in perspective of basis selection. Validity and advantages of the proposed algorithm are shown through computer simulations.

Index Terms — 2D-DOA, basis selection, linear array, single snapshot, support vector regression.

I. INTRODUCTION

Direction-of-arrival estimation is to find the directions of sources impinging on antenna arrays [1]-[5]. Recently, a 1D-DOA estimation algorithm was proposed based on the sparse signal reconstruction [6], which renders several advantages over existing methods, including increased resolution, improved robustness against limited number of snapshots, and the capability to handle correlated sources.

Two-dimensional direction-of-arrival (2D-DOA) estimation is usually nontrivial. Although angle pairing can be accomplished by searching, such a method is computationally unattractive [7]. Based on the observation that the data matrices with the same set of eigenvectors can be diagonalized by the same similarity transform, two methods were introduced to realize angle pairing [8]. Some other methods based on eigen-structure of signals were also developed [9]. Recently, a 2D-DOA estimation algorithm has been proposed based on the support vector machine [10], whose performance is influenced by the training scenarios. When a limited number of snapshots are available, performance of the aforementioned algorithms will deteriorate. Thus, it is desirable to develop 2D-DOA estimation methods using a single snapshot. [11] and [12] presented two single snapshot 2D-DOA estimation methods, where nonuniformly spaced planar arrays were used. In [13], a uniform rectangular array is employed to realize single snapshot 2D-DOA estimation. All these algorithms are based on eigen-decomposition. Escot et.al. [14] proposed to accomplish 2D-DOA estimation by particle swarm optimization. However, it is known that evolutionary algorithms are unable to yield consistent solutions and usually suffer from high computational load. Furthermore, it has been shown that impulsive noise appears at wireless receivers in the form of impulsive bursts [15]. In this case, all second-order statistics based algorithms are unable to perform well.

In this paper, we address the problem of single snapshot 2D-DOA estimation in impulsive noise environment employing linear arrays. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly reviews 1D-DOA estimation in perspective of basis selection. Section III describes the proposed method in detail, and Section IV presents simulation results to show the validity and advantages of the proposed method. Section V concludes the work described in this paper.

II. REVIEW OF 1D-DOA ESTIMATION IN PERSPECTIVE OF BASIS SELECTION

Generate an over-complete dictionary which consists of steering vectors from all possible directions of sources \( \{\hat{\theta}_1, \ldots, \hat{\theta}_N\} \), i.e.,
\[
\tilde{A} = \left( a(\hat{\theta}_1), \ldots, a(\hat{\theta}_N) \right),
\]
where \( N \) denotes the number of spatial samplings. The 1D-DOA estimation problem is equivalent to solving
\[
\min_{\tilde{s}} \text{EP}(\tilde{s}),
\]
subject to \( \|\tilde{x} - \tilde{A}\tilde{s}\|_2^2 \leq \varepsilon^2 \),
where \( \text{EP}(\tilde{s}) \) represents the diversity of \( \tilde{s} \) which can be chosen according to some existing criteria [6]. There have been many algorithms to solve (2), one of which is the match pursuit [16]-[19].

III. THE PROPOSED 2D-DOA ESTIMATION ALGORITHM

A. Basis selection algorithm in impulsive noise environment

In this paper, we choose the \( l_p \)-norm as the diversity measurement [19]. In the impulsive noise environment, basis selection can be realized via solving the following problem:
\[
\min_{\tilde{s}} \|\tilde{s}\|_p^p, \ \ p \leq 1,
\]
subject to \( \|x_i - a_i^T\tilde{s}\|_2 < \varepsilon, \forall i = 1, \ldots, M \),
where \( a_i^T \) denotes the \( i \)-th row of \( \tilde{A} \), \( x_i \) denotes the \( i \)-th element of \( \tilde{x} \), and \( \varepsilon \) represents the impulsive noise. \( \|\tilde{s}\|_p \) denotes the \( l_p \)-norm of \( \tilde{s} \) which is computed via \( \|\tilde{s}\|_p = (\sum_{i=1}^{N}|s_i|^p)^{1/p} \).

Since direct solution of (3) is difficult, the affine scaling transformation [19] is applied to transform (3) into an equivalent problem
\[
\min_{q} \|q\|_2^2,
\]
subject to \( |x_i - b_i^Tq| < \varepsilon, \forall i = 1, \ldots, M \),
where \( q = W^{-1}\tilde{s} \), \( B = AW \), and \( W = \text{diag}(|s_i|^{1-p/2}) \). \( b_i^T \) denotes the \( i \)-th row of \( B \).

Considering \( x_i \) as the target for the input pattern \( b_i^T \), (4) is identical to the optimization problem of SVR [20] formulated as
\[
\min_{q,\varepsilon,\varepsilon^*} \|q\|_2^2 + C\sum_{i=1}^{M}(\varepsilon_i + \varepsilon^*_i),
\]
subject to \( b_i^Tq - x_i \leq \varepsilon + \varepsilon^*_i \),
where \( \varepsilon_i, \varepsilon^*_i \) are slack variables, and \( C > 0 \) determines the trade-off between finding a sparse solution and retaining small residual error. The dual problem of (5) is given by
\[
\min_{a,\alpha} -\sum_{i=1}^{M}\sum_{j=1}^{M}(a_i - \alpha^*_i)(a_j - \alpha^*_j)b_i^Tb_j - \varepsilon \sum_{i=1}^{M}(a_i + \alpha^*_i) + \sum_{i=1}^{M}x_i(a_i - \alpha^*_i),
\]
subject to \( \sum_{i=1}^{M}(a_i - \alpha^*_i) = 0, a_i, \alpha^*_i \in [0, C] \),
and \( q \) is given by
\[
q = \sum_{i=1}^{M}(a_i - \alpha^*_i)b_i,
\]
which is called support vector expansion. By solving (6), \( q \) can be obtained, and \( \tilde{s} \) can be calculated using \( \tilde{s} = Wq \).

For our problem, the input pattern \( b_i \) is unknown, we thereby propose the following iterative algorithm to solve (3):

Step 1: Initialize \( \tilde{s}(0) \) using a randomly generated vector, \( k = 0 \), \( W(0) = \text{diag}(|s_i(0)|^{1-p/2}) \), and \( \tilde{B}(0) = AW(0) \).
Step 2: Solve (4) using SVR and obtain \( q(k) \).
Step 3: \( k = k + 1 \), \( \tilde{s}(k) = W(k-1)q(k-1), \)
\( W(k) = \text{diag}(|s_i(k)|^{1-p/2}) \), \( \tilde{B}(k) = AW(k) \).
Step 4: If \( \|\tilde{s}(k+1) - \tilde{s}(k)\|_2 < \varepsilon \) or \( \|\tilde{s}(k+1)\|_2 < \varepsilon \), stop. Otherwise, go to Step 2.

In the aforementioned iterative algorithm, \( k \) is the number of iteration steps, and \( \tau \) is the convergence criterion, which is chosen to be 0.01 in this paper.

B. Angle pairing using basis selection

1) Over-complete dictionary with respect to directions of sources: In this paper, three unparallel arrays A, B, and C are used. The unit
direction vectors of the arrays are assumed to be \((1,0,0), (\cos \theta_b, \sin \theta_b, 0)\), and \((\cos \theta_C \cos \phi, \sin \theta_C \cos \phi, \sin \phi)\). Suppose that a narrow band source with azimuth angle \(\phi\) impinges array \(A\) and \(B\) with 1D-DOA \(\theta_a\) and \(\theta_b\), respectively. The following equations can be derived:

\[
\begin{align*}
\cos \theta_a &= \cos \theta \cos \phi, \\
\cos \theta_b &= \cos \theta \cos \phi \cos \theta_C + \sin \theta \cos \phi \sin \theta_C \cos \phi + \sin \phi \sin \phi_C, \\
\cos \theta_C &= \cos \theta \cos \phi \cos \theta_C + \sin \theta \cos \phi \sin \theta_C \cos \phi + \sin \phi \sin \phi_C.
\end{align*}
\]

From (8), we may express \(\cos \theta_C\) in terms of \(\cos \theta_a\) and \(\cos \theta_b\) as

\[
\cos \theta_C = f(\cos \theta_a, \cos \theta_b)
\]

where \(f(\cos \theta_a, \cos \theta_b)\) is given by (12) contains all the possible angle pairings. The columns of \(\mathbf{A}(\theta_c)\) which match the snapshot of array \(C\) (denoted by \(\mathbf{x}_c\)) gives the correct angle pairing result. Therefore, the angle pairing problem can be formulated as the following inverse problem which aims to compute \(\mathbf{s}_c\):

\[
\mathbf{x}_c = \mathbf{A} \mathbf{s}_c + \mathbf{n}_c,
\]

where \(\mathbf{n}_c\) denotes the additive noise on array \(C\). However, solving (13) directly with basis selection cannot guarantee correct angle pairing result. It is noted that if there were two angle pairs satisfying

\[
f(\theta_a, \theta_b) = f(\theta'_a, \theta'_b), \quad i \neq k, j \neq l,
\]

incorrect angle pairing occurs. In order to avoid such a problem, additional constraint should be imposed on \(\mathbf{s}_c\) when solving (13).

It is observed that incorrect angle pairing probably results in significant difference between signal amplitudes estimated from (13) and those from the 15-DOA estimation step. Thus, constraint can be imposed on the signal amplitude to guarantee correct angle pairing result.

Suppose that the estimated amplitudes of sources from 1D-DOA estimation are \(\tilde{\mathbf{s}}_a = (\tilde{s}_a^1, ..., \tilde{s}_a^M_a)\) and \(\tilde{\mathbf{s}}_b = (\tilde{s}_b^1, ..., \tilde{s}_b^M_b)\). It is assumed that \(\tilde{\mathbf{s}}_a\) and \(\tilde{\mathbf{s}}_b\) should not change significantly with respect to the three arrays. The following constraints can be imposed on \(\mathbf{s}_c\):

\[
\begin{align*}
\|B_a \tilde{\mathbf{s}}_c - \mathbf{s}_a\|_2^2 &\leq \varepsilon_a^2, \\
\|B_b \tilde{\mathbf{s}}_c - \mathbf{s}_b\|_2^2 &\leq \varepsilon_b^2,
\end{align*}
\]

where the elements of \(B_a\) and \(B_b\) are given by

\[
b_a(i,j) = \\
\begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } \tilde{A}_a(\theta_c) \in \tilde{A}_a(\theta_a, \theta_b) \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

In (12), \(\Delta_a\) and \(\Delta_b\) denote the neighboring region of \(\theta_a^i\) and \(\theta_b^i\), respectively. \(\delta_a\) and \(\delta_b\) denote the sampling interval of \(\theta_a^i\) and \(\theta_b^i\), respectively. By introducing neighboring region, potential error in the 1D-DOA estimation can be amended so that accurate 2D-DOA estimation can be achieved.

2) Over-complete dictionary with respect to amplitudes of sources: The over-complete dictionary \(\mathbf{A}(\theta_c)\) given by (12) contains all the possible angle pairings. The columns of \(\mathbf{A}(\theta_c)\) which match the snapshot of array \(C\) (denoted by \(\mathbf{x}_c\)) gives the correct angle pairing result. Therefore, the angle pairing problem can be formulated as the following inverse problem which aims to compute \(\mathbf{s}_c\):

\[
\mathbf{x}_c = \mathbf{A} \mathbf{s}_c + \mathbf{n}_c,
\]

where \(\mathbf{n}_c\) denotes the additive noise on array \(C\). However, solving (13) directly with basis selection cannot guarantee correct angle pairing result. It is noted that if there were two angle pairs satisfying

\[
f(\theta_a, \theta_b) = f(\theta'_a, \theta'_b), \quad i \neq k, j \neq l,
\]

incorrect angle pairing occurs. In order to avoid such a problem, additional constraint should be imposed on \(\mathbf{s}_c\) when solving (13).

It is observed that incorrect angle pairing probably results in significant difference between signal amplitudes estimated from (13) and those from the 1D-DOA estimation step. Thus, constraint can be imposed on the signal amplitude to guarantee correct angle pairing result.
\( b_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } \bar{A}_j(\theta_c) \in \bar{A}_0(\theta_{a1}, \theta_{b}), \ldots, \bar{A}_0(\theta_{aM}, \theta_{b}), \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \)

\( \bar{A}_j(\theta_c) \) denotes the \( j \)-th column of \( \bar{A}(\theta_c) \). With (14), angle pairing can be realized by finding a sparse solution \( \bar{s}_c \) from

\[
\bar{x}_c = \bar{A}\bar{s}_c + \bar{n}_c, \tag{15}
\]

where \( \bar{A} = [A(\theta_c) B_a B_b]^T \) and \( \bar{x}_c = [x_c \ \bar{s}_a \ \bar{s}_b]^T \).

C. Discussions on the proposed single snapshot 2D-DOA algorithm

Conventional application of SVR requires a large number of training data to derive an accurate regression model [10], [21]. Then, the derived regression model is used for online testing. The computational complexity for training is usually large. Furthermore, if the real scenario is different from the trained ones, the performance of SVR will deteriorate. On the other hand, the proposed algorithm utilizes SVR as a solver to solve (4). Therefore, offline training and online testing are not required for the proposed algorithm.

For SVR, let \( l \) be the number of training points, \( N_S \) the number of support vectors, and \( d_L \) the dimension of the input data. The complexity of SVR is \( O(N_S^3 + N_S^2l + N_Sd_LL) \) when \( N_S/l \ll 1 \) and \( O(N_S^3 + N_Sl + N_Sd_LL) \) when \( N_S/l \approx 1 \) [22]. From (4), it is observed that for the proposed algorithm, the number of input patterns is \( L \), and the dimension of the input pattern is \( N \). Due to the property of the over-complete dictionary, \( N > L \) holds, so that the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is approximately given by \( O(NNL) \). In order to reduce the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm, grid refining technique can be applied so that a smaller value of \( N \) can be used. It should be mentioned that compared with applying SVR for training and testing, the proposed algorithm has much less computational load, because the number of training samples is usually much larger than \( N \).

IV. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

Without loss of generality, we assume that three linear arrays lie in the same plane. The element spacing of each array is equal to half-wavelength with respect to the operating frequency. The azimuth angle of array B and C are assumed to be 30° and 90°, respectively. The number of sources is assumed to be 4. The angular sampling interval to generate the overcomplete dictionary \( \bar{A}(\theta_c) \) is 1°. The parameters for implementation of SVR are chosen as \( \epsilon = 0.001 \) and \( C = 0.6 \), which are empirical values.

Impulsive noise is generated as the mixture of a Gaussian process and a Bernoulli-Gaussian process [23]. The Gaussian process is with zero mean and variance \( \sigma_1^2 \). The impulsive bursts are generated by a Bernoulli-Gaussian process, where a Gaussian variable with zero mean and variance \( \sigma_2^2 \) and a Bernoulli variable with success probability \( p \) are used. The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is computed as \( 10\log_{10} \left( \frac{1}{(1-p)\sigma_1^2 + p(\sigma_1^2 + \sigma_2^2)} \right) \) dB. In the simulations, \( \sigma_2^2 = 100\sigma_1^2 \) and \( p = 0.1 \) are assumed.

A. Sources with different 1D-DOAs

In the first simulation, the sources are assumed to be located at \((35^\circ, 47^\circ)\), \((47^\circ, 52^\circ)\), \((59^\circ, 56^\circ)\), \((66^\circ, 65^\circ)\) with unity power. The number of sensors is assumed to be 10.

![Fig. 1. The estimated spectrum for 1D-DOA estimation \( \hat{\theta}_a \) with SNR=20 dB and L=10.](image-url)
is robust against the impulsive noise. Also, the MUSIC spectrum using a single snapshot [24] is plotted with the number of sensors in subarray equal to 5. It is observed that because the number of sensors is small, the single snapshot MUSIC algorithm is unable to precisely locate the four sources.

Fig. 2. The estimated spectrum for 1D-DOA estimation $\hat{\theta}_b$ with SNR=20 dB and $L=10$.

Figure 3 presents the 2D-DOA estimation results for 50 independent trials with SNR equal to 20 dB. From Fig. 3, we see that incorrect angle pairing does not occur during the 50 independent trials.

Fig. 3. 2D-DOA estimation results for 50 independent trials with SNR=20 dB and $L=10$.

Table 1 shows the Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE) of the proposed method against the number of sensors. From Table 1 and Table 2, we see that the proposed algorithm is able to give satisfactory performance. As the value of SNR or $L$ increases, the RMSE of estimation decreases.

Table 1: RMSE(degree) versus SNR for sources located at $(35^\circ, 47^\circ)$, $(47^\circ, 52^\circ)$, $(59^\circ, 56^\circ)$, $(66^\circ, 65^\circ)$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RMSE(degree) of 2D-DOA estimations ($L=10$)</th>
<th>SNR(dB)</th>
<th>$(35^\circ, 47^\circ)$</th>
<th>$(47^\circ, 52^\circ)$</th>
<th>$(59^\circ, 56^\circ)$</th>
<th>$(66^\circ, 65^\circ)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.9530</td>
<td>2.2170</td>
<td>2.7130</td>
<td>2.9181</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.0245</td>
<td>1.3396</td>
<td>2.0770</td>
<td>1.3156</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.4917</td>
<td>0.9763</td>
<td>1.8636</td>
<td>1.0039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.8356</td>
<td>0.7345</td>
<td>1.2893</td>
<td>0.7087</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.6461</td>
<td>0.6799</td>
<td>1.0668</td>
<td>0.7038</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.6080</td>
<td>0.6406</td>
<td>0.7332</td>
<td>0.6338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.5849</td>
<td>0.6373</td>
<td>0.6429</td>
<td>0.5703</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: RMSE(degree) versus $L$ for sources located at $(35^\circ, 47^\circ)$, $(47^\circ, 52^\circ)$, $(59^\circ, 56^\circ)$, $(66^\circ, 65^\circ)$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RMSE(degree) of 2D-DOA estimations ($SNR=20 dB$)</th>
<th>$L$</th>
<th>$(35^\circ, 47^\circ)$</th>
<th>$(47^\circ, 52^\circ)$</th>
<th>$(59^\circ, 56^\circ)$</th>
<th>$(66^\circ, 65^\circ)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.9921</td>
<td>1.8592</td>
<td>2.6749</td>
<td>1.8475</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.6292</td>
<td>1.3489</td>
<td>2.2948</td>
<td>1.4928</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.4917</td>
<td>0.9763</td>
<td>1.8636</td>
<td>1.0039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.0192</td>
<td>0.8674</td>
<td>1.4059</td>
<td>0.8924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9019</td>
<td>0.8347</td>
<td>1.3873</td>
<td>0.7294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Sources with the same 1D-DOA

In this simulation, we assume that the four sources are located at (35°,47°), (35°,62°), (50°,80°), (76°,62°) with unity power. In this case, two sources have identical azimuth angle, and the other two sources have identical elevation angle.

Figure 4 shows the 2D-DOA estimation results for 50 independent trials with SNR = 20 dB and L = 10. Tables 3 and 4 show the RMSE of the proposed method with different SNR and L, respectively. When some sources have identical 1D-DOA, the number of derived 1D-DOA estimations is smaller than that of sources.

In this simulation, only three DOA are estimated in the 1D-DOA estimation step. However, using the proposed angle pairing method, the sources with the same 1D-DOA automatically split. As shown in Fig. 4, the proposed algorithm does not give incorrect angle pairing results for 50 independent trials. Tables 3 and 4 show that the performance of the proposed algorithm in this case is a little bit poorer than that in the previous simulation, but it is still satisfactory.

Table 3: RMSE (degree) versus SNR for sources located at (35°,47°), (35°,62°), (50°,80°), (76°,62°).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RMSE(degree) of 2D-DOA estimations (L=10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNR(dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: RMSE (degree) versus L for sources located at (35°,47°), (35°,62°), (50°,80°), (76°,62°).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RMSE(degree) of 2D-DOA estimations (SNR=20 dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a new method has been described to address the problem of 2D-DOA estimation using a single snapshot in impulsive noise environment. Three unparallel linear arrays are employed. The 2D-DOA estimation problem is decomposed into two 1D-DOA estimation problems which are solved by the proposed SVR based basis selection algorithm. To realize angle pairing, an over-complete dictionary is designed using estimated amplitudes of sources. Computer simulation shows that the proposed algorithm is able to realize single snapshot 2D-DOA estimation in impulsive noise environment with satisfactory accuracy. The proposed method is especially useful for 2D-DOA estimation using a limited number of snapshots in the presence of impulsive noise. Future work is to extend the proposed method to other array structures.
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Abstract — Theory and experiment of spherical aperture-coupled antennas with parasitic elements are presented in this paper. Current distributions on slot and conformal patches are calculated using spatial domain electric and magnetic Dyadic Green's Functions (DGFs). Electromagnetic fields for such a structure have been calculated with the aid of linear Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) triangular basis functions and by converting spherical DGFs to Cartesian DGFs. In order to validate the proposed method, a prototype of this antenna is fabricated and tested. The effect of parasitic element on antenna characteristics such as gain and radiation pattern is investigated. Good agreement between the results shows accuracy and high convergence speed of the presented method.

Index Terms - Dyadic Green's function, parasitic element, spherical aperture-coupled antennas, spherical to Cartesian transformation of DGFs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Aperture-coupled antennas have been investigated theoretically and experimentally over past decade. In such an antenna feed region is isolated from radiating region of the antenna due to the existence of ground plane. This property results in wide impedance matching and optimal array performance and shields the antenna elements from spurious radiation emitted by the feed line and RF devices [1-3].

Antennas mounted on multilayer spherical structures have been studied in recent years. Circular polarization can be achieved by proper design of these antennas which are suitable for satellite base stations and Line of Sight (LOS) applications [4-5]. There are several methods to analyze spherical antennas. Analysis methods based on Green's functions are more precise and faster [6-8]. In [9], a generalized method for the analysis of microstrip antennas placed on or embedded in multilayer hemispheres has been presented by using corresponding full-wave equivalent circuits. A hemispherical Dielectric Resonator Antenna (DRA) fed by a coaxial probe has been studied theoretically and experimentally in [10]. Both delta gap and magnetic frill source models have been considered to obtain the probe current from which the input impedance of the DRA has been calculated. Many investigations have been reported concerning DRAs located above slotted conducting plates [11-12]. The slot can be excited by a coaxial probe or through a microstrip line below the aperture. The existence of parasitic element improves impedance characteristics, directs antenna radiation patterns and reduces side lobes levels of patterns [13]. The use of a parasitic element in a DRA perturbs electromagnetic fields and excites two nearly degenerate orthogonal modes resulting in circular polarization [5].

In this paper, a multilayer spherical aperture-coupled antenna with a parasitic element is investigated. Due to the existence of spherical ground plane, the proposed antenna occupies less space in comparison with a DRA above a Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC) sheet. Current distribution on the narrow slot fed symmetrically by a coaxial probe is obtained by using mode-matching method and spatial domain Green's functions. Mutual couplings between slot and conformal antennas are calculated using scattering coefficients of magnetic DGFs of a multilayer sphere. A new approach is presented to convert spherical DGFs to Cartesian ones which is applied in calculation of electromagnetic fields inside and
outside the antenna. The radiating elements are meshed with linear triangles. The effect of conformal patches on the slot is developed and the input impedance and radiation patterns of such an antenna are evaluated. A prototype is fabricated and tested and the measurement results are compared with those obtained from the proposed method.

II. THEORY

Figure 1 shows a spherical multilayer aperture-coupled antenna. Radiating elements may be of any arbitrary shape. Circular elements are preferred here due to their homogenous current distributions which result in lower side lobes levels in antenna radiation patterns. Each layer has permittivity and permeability of \( \varepsilon_i, \mu_i \) respectively. The conducting spherical core (layer 4) is modeled by \( \varepsilon_4 \rightarrow \infty, \mu_4 \rightarrow 0 \) in order for the propagation constant to be finite [14]. Full-wave analysis of this antenna is performed by using electric and magnetic DGFs of a four-layer sphere. The analysis based on DGFs and Method of Moments (MoM) has more calculation speed and accuracy in comparison with simulator packages. Simulator packages are highly dependent on meshing the structure, probe modeling and the size of radiation box. These limitations are not encountered in the presented analysis. Convergence speed of multilayer spherical DGFs is related to the radii of spheres and permittivities of layers. More spherical harmonic terms should be considered for greater radii and permittivities.

A. Analysis of Conformal Aperture-Coupled Antenna with Parasitic Element

Full-wave analysis of this antenna is performed by first investigating the effect of the rectangular slot by using the approach presented in [15]. Afterward, mutual couplings between the slot and conformal radiating elements are computed by using scattering DGFs of a four-layer sphere. The rectangular narrow slot can be analyzed using mode-matching method in spatial domain [15]. Based on the equivalence principle, magnetic current in the slot (\( \mathbf{M_s} \)) is modeled by a \( 2\mathbf{M_s} \) magnetic current over a whole sphere.

A delta gap source is used to model the excitation current. For a slot located between air and dielectric medium, as shown in Fig. 1, \( k_c = \sqrt{(\varepsilon_r + 1)/2 \varepsilon_0} \) is the effective wave number of the slot. As this method is reported in details in [15], it will not be repeated here.

Fig. 1. Spherical aperture-coupled antenna with parasitic element.

A coaxial probe can be used to excite the slot. In this case, feed position affects the input impedance of the antenna. Regarding the input impedance diagram of the slot, the resonance frequency of the slot can be distinguished from those of the sphere due to high quality factor resonances of the sphere. If the slot is excited from its center, its second harmonic response does not affect the input impedance and subsequently the resonance frequencies of the sphere [15].

After calculating the magnetic current in the slot, magnetic fields (\( \mathbf{H} \)) on radiating elements are derived by using magnetic DGFs. The electric surface currents on these elements are computed from \( \mathbf{J_s} = \mathbf{n} \times \mathbf{H} \), where \( \mathbf{n} \) is the normal vector to the surface of the sphere. Magnetic field due to \( \mathbf{M_s} \) in the slot is carried out by using the following expression:

\[
\mathbf{H}(r, \theta, \phi) = -j \omega \varepsilon \int \nabla^{(\mathbf{s})} \mathbf{G}_{\mathbf{M}}(r'(r', \theta', \phi')) ds'.
\]

\( \mathbf{r}(r, \theta, \phi) \) and \( \mathbf{r}'(r', \theta', \phi') \) refer to field and source vectors, respectively. The surfaces of patch antenna and parasitic element are meshed by linear triangles in order to calculate current distributions. Vector currents are assigned on common edges between plus and minus triangles based on RWG.
method [16]. The centers of triangles are used to compute \( \overline{G}^{(f)} \). Magnetic field of a conformal antenna can be calculated with good approximation by applying 3-point Gauss-Legendre integration. Equations of the required magnetic DGFs are presented in appendix1. The double summation in the spherical DGFs can be reduced to an expression with only a single summation by using the following relation [17]:

\[
P_n(\cos \gamma) = \sum_{m=0}^{n} \left( 2 - \delta^0_m \right) \frac{(n-m)!}{(n+m)!} \times P_n(m \cos \theta) P_m(m \cos \theta') \cos(m \varphi - m \varphi'),
\]

where \( \cos \gamma = \cos \theta \cos \theta' + \sin \theta \sin \theta' \cos(\varphi - \varphi') \). This technique increases the convergence speed of DGFs. In the analysis of the studied antenna, the first 25 terms in the summation are considered regarding the size and dielectric constants of layers. Dimensions of the spherical aperture-coupled antenna with radiating elements are given in Table 1.

**Table 1: Dimensions of the spherical aperture-coupled antenna with radiating elements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PEC sphere radius</th>
<th>50 mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Layer 2 (( \varepsilon_r=1 )) thickness</td>
<td>20 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer 3 (( \varepsilon_r=2.33 )) thickness</td>
<td>0.8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectangular slot</td>
<td>3 mm*20 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conformal patch antenna</td>
<td>0° &lt; ( \theta_{\text{Patch}} &lt; 20.3° )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasitic element</td>
<td>0° &lt; ( \theta_{\text{Parasitic}} &lt; 7° )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The input impedance of the antenna is affected by the loading of conformal radiating elements above the slot. However, the fundamental excited mode in the slot is not changed (i.e. \( \text{TE}_{10} \) mode, assuming a narrow slot) and the direction of the electric field vector is transverse to the width of the slot. It can be shown that the parasitic element has negligible effect on the current distribution of conformal patch. Therefore, it is sufficient to take into account the loading effects of patch and parasitic element on the slot in the computation of the input impedance. In this case, electric field in the slot (layer 3) can be computed after calculating \( \mathbf{J}_{s1} \) and \( \mathbf{J}_{s2} \) which are current distributions on parasitic element and patch antenna, respectively. Then considering \( \mathbf{E}^{(3)} \) as the electric field in the slot due to \( \mathbf{J}_{s1} \) and \( \mathbf{J}_{s2} \), the coupled magnetic current in the slot is calculated by using \( \mathbf{M}_{s1} = -\mathbf{n} \times \mathbf{E}^{(3)} \), in which:

\[
\mathbf{E}^{(3)} = -j \omega \mu \int \int \mathbf{G}_E^{(31)} \mathbf{J}_{s1}(r') \, ds' + \int \int \mathbf{G}_E^{(32)} \mathbf{J}_{s2}(r') \, ds'.
\]

where \( \mathbf{G}_E^{(31)} \) and \( \mathbf{G}_E^{(32)} \) have been presented in [18].

**B. Spherical to Cartesian Transformation of DGFs**

In order to obtain electromagnetic field components, multiplication of DGFs and current element vector components is required in the same coordinates. If the conformal antenna surface is divided into curvilinear triangles as shown in Fig. 2 (a), \( \theta \) and \( \varphi \) components of the current vector are considered which are in harmony with spherical components of DGFs [15]. However choosing curvilinear meshing in general can be complicated as compared with linear triangular meshing considered in this paper. As current vectors on common edges of linear meshes have Cartesian components, a new approach for dyad and vector multiplication is presented in this paper. Since \( \mathbf{J}_\varphi \) and \( \mathbf{J}_\theta \) are different in each point of the edge such as \( \mathbf{V}_s \) shown in Fig. 2(b), non-unique vectors are resulted from conversion of a current vector \( \mathbf{V} \) from Cartesian to spherical coordinates.

![Fig. 2. (a) Curvilinear triangle, (b) Linear triangle.](image)

The drawback stated above can be greatly reduced by employing the centers of the field and source triangles in spherical coordinates. Since there are unique transformations of vectors from spherical to Cartesian coordinates, conversion of a spherical dyad to a Cartesian dyad can be exactly implemented. As an example the conversion
equation of \( \hat{r} \) component of a spherical dyad is extracted as follows:

\[
\hat{r} = (\sin \theta, \cos \varphi, \hat{x} + \sin \theta, \sin \varphi, \hat{y} + \cos \varphi, \hat{z})
\]

\[
(\sin \theta, \cos \varphi, \hat{x} + \sin \theta, \sin \varphi, \hat{y} + \cos \varphi, \hat{z}),
\]

in which subscripts \( f \) and \( s \) refer to field and source points, respectively. Accordingly each spherical DGFs \( \overrightarrow{G}_{1}^{(fs)} \) can be converted to Cartesian DGFs \( \overrightarrow{G}_{2}^{(fs)} \). Relations between Cartesian and spherical components are presented in appendix 2. The electric field vector can be expressed as:

\[
E^{(\text{Cartesian})} = j \omega \mu \int \int \overrightarrow{G}^{(\text{Cartesian})} J^{(\text{Cartesian})}(r') dr'.
\]

Using this approach is efficient when a vector is requested as the output of an antenna problem solution. Therefore, all \( E_{x}, E_{y}, E_{z} \) components of electric field can be calculated to determine near and far field radiation patterns of an antenna. Far-field components can be calculated by integrating over the multiplication of the current of each source element and its corresponding DGFs and using the superposition principle. The 20 first terms in the summation of \( \overrightarrow{G}_{1}^{(11)} \) and \( \overrightarrow{G}_{1}^{(12)} \) are used to calculate electric fields due to \( J_{s1} \) and \( J_{s2} \), respectively. It should be mentioned that the algebraic conversion of nine spherical dyads to Cartesian ones requires very low time and memory (about 0.001 times the memory and time taken by calculation of 20 spherical harmonics terms for such an antenna structure). It takes about 9 minutes to compute E- or H-planes radiation patterns (with 60 divisions of \( \theta \)) with a Core 2 Quad @ 2.86 GHz processor. The proposed method has more calculation speed in comparison with the CAD simulator packages and can be utilized in analysis of various spherical antennas such as a probe fed spherical microstrip antenna with radial current components.

### III. RESULTS

In order to validate the proposed method, a prototype of an aperture-coupled antenna with a parasitic element is fabricated and tested. A 3mm*20mm slot is cut on a 5cm radius PEC sphere and is excited at its center through a 20cm RG-58U coaxial cable of 50Ω characteristic impedance. A circular patch has been made from a RT/duroid 5870 substrate of 0.8mm thickness and with a relative permittivity of 2.33 located above the slot. Due to the thin substrate, the whole dielectric over PEC sphere can be modeled by a partial dielectric under patch antenna. A circular parasitic element is located above the patch by using a spacer material of unit relative permittivity. The implemented aperture-coupled antenna is shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. Prototype of the spherical aperture-coupled antenna; (a) slotted PEC shell, (b) patch antenna with parasitic element.](image)

The conformal patch antenna has been divided into 100 triangles yielding 140 common edges and the parasitic element has been divided into 36 triangles leading to 48 common edges. Figure 4 demonstrates the input impedance obtained from analytical solution and the measurement of the antenna. The E- and H-planes radiation patterns of the antenna are measured at 3.1GHz and are shown in Fig. 5. As it can be noticed, directed patterns with low side lobes levels are achieved from this antenna. Good agreement between the results of the proposed method and measurement is obtained. An efficiency of 87% at 3.1GHz has been obtained which is measured by Bluetest reverberation chamber. Figure 6 illustrates the antenna gain with and without the parasitic element. An increase in antenna gain is notable with the presence of the parasitic element.
shown in Fig. 7, parasitic element makes antenna radiation patterns more directive but it increases cross polarization radiations. The latter is because of electromagnetic fields perturbation due to the existence of parasitic element.

![Input impedance of the proposed antenna](image)

(a) Resitance, (b) Reactance.

**Fig. 4.** Input impedance of the proposed antenna; (a) Resistance, (b) Reactance.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

In this paper, an efficient full-wave method has been presented to analyze spherical aperture-coupled patch antenna with parasitic element. Spatial domain DGFs in conjunction with MoM have been used in the analysis. Coupling effects between the patches and the slot have been investigated. In this method, electromagnetic fields vectors at entire medium have been computed by meshing the antenna into linear triangles in Cartesian coordinates and converting equations of dyads from spherical to Cartesian coordinates. Robustness and accuracy of the proposed method have been validated by comparing the results obtained from the proposed method with those of the measurement. Directive radiation patterns and low side lobes levels are some specific features of this antenna. The effect of the parasitic element on radiation patterns and gain of the antenna has been shown. An improvement is achieved in antenna gain and directivity due to the existence of the parasitic element.

![Radiation patterns of the aperture-coupled antenna](image)

(a) E-Plane, (b) H-Plane.

**Fig. 5.** Radiation patterns of the aperture-coupled antenna with parasitic element; (a) E-Plane, (b) H-Plane.
V. APPENDIX 1

Magnetic DGFs ($\mathbf{G}_M$) can be computed by using $\mathbf{G}_E$ in [18] and the duality theorem. For the present antenna (Fig. 1), the scattering components of magnetic field in conformal radiating elements (layers 1, 2) due to the slot (layer 3) can be obtained by using the magnetic current source in layer $s=3$ and considering the centers of triangles conformal in layers $f=1,2$ as field points.

$$
\mathbf{G}^{(13)}_M = \frac{j k_1}{4 \pi} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \left( 2 - \delta_0^n \right) \frac{2n+1}{n(n+1)} \frac{1}{(n+m)!} \left\{ a_{M,n}^{(1)} M_{n,m}^{(1)}(k_1) M_{n,m}^{(1)}(k_1) \\
+ b_{M,n}^{(1)} M_{n,m}^{(1)}(k_1) M_{n,m}^{(1)}(k_1) \\
+ a_{N,n}^{(1)} N_{n,m}^{(1)}(k_1) N_{n,m}^{(1)}(k_1) \\
+ b_{N,n}^{(1)} N_{n,m}^{(1)}(k_1) N_{n,m}^{(1)}(k_1) \right\},
$$

(A1)

$$
\mathbf{G}^{(23)}_M = \frac{j k_2}{4 \pi} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \left( 2 - \delta_0^n \right) \frac{2n+1}{n(n+1)(n+m)!} \left\{ a_{M,n}^{(2)} M_{n,m}^{(2)}(k_2) M_{n,m}^{(2)}(k_2) \\
+ b_{M,n}^{(2)} M_{n,m}^{(2)}(k_2) M_{n,m}^{(2)}(k_2) \\
+ a_{N,n}^{(2)} N_{n,m}^{(2)}(k_2) N_{n,m}^{(2)}(k_2) \\
+ b_{N,n}^{(2)} N_{n,m}^{(2)}(k_2) N_{n,m}^{(2)}(k_2) \right\},
$$

(A2)

where $\delta_0^n$ is the Kronecker delta, $k_i$ is the propagation constant in $i$-th layer $\mathbf{M}$, $\mathbf{N}$ and are orthogonal Eigen vectors in spherical coordinates with properties explained in [7]. The spherical Bessel or Hankel functions are of the second kind.

Dyadic coefficients ($a_{MN}$, $b_{MN}$, $c_{MN}$, $d_{MN}$) can be computed by using the duality theorem.

VI. APPENDIX 2

The components of the transformed spherical DGFs ($\mathbf{G}_1^{(f,s)}$) to Cartesian DGFs ($\mathbf{G}_2^{(f,s)}$) are expressed as follow:
\[
\begin{align*}
\bar{G}^{(r)}_{x} &= \begin{bmatrix} G_{rr} & G_{r\theta} & G_{r\phi} \\ G_{\theta r} & G_{\theta \theta} & G_{\theta \phi} \\ G_{\phi r} & G_{\phi \theta} & G_{\phi \phi} \end{bmatrix} \\
\bar{G}^{(s)}_{x} &= \begin{bmatrix} G_{xx} & G_{xy} & G_{xz} \\ G_{yx} & G_{yy} & G_{yz} \\ G_{zx} & G_{zy} & G_{zz} \end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

(A3)

\[
G_{ix} = G_{rr} \sin \theta \cos \phi + G_{\theta \theta} \sin \theta \sin \phi + G_{\phi \phi} \sin \theta \cos \phi
\]

(A4)

\[
G_{ix} = G_{rr} \sin \theta \cos \phi + G_{\theta \theta} \sin \theta \sin \phi + G_{\phi \phi} \sin \theta \cos \phi
\]

(A5)

\[
G_{ix} = G_{rr} \sin \theta \cos \phi + G_{\theta \theta} \sin \theta \sin \phi + G_{\phi \phi} \sin \theta \cos \phi
\]

(A6)

\[
G_{ix} = G_{rr} \sin \theta \cos \phi + G_{\theta \theta} \sin \theta \sin \phi + G_{\phi \phi} \sin \theta \cos \phi
\]

(A7)

\[
G_{ix} = G_{rr} \sin \theta \cos \phi + G_{\theta \theta} \sin \theta \sin \phi + G_{\phi \phi} \sin \theta \cos \phi
\]

(A8)

\[
G_{ix} = G_{rr} \sin \theta \cos \phi + G_{\theta \theta} \sin \theta \sin \phi + G_{\phi \phi} \sin \theta \cos \phi
\]

(A9)

\[
G_{ix} = G_{rr} \cos \theta \sin \phi + G_{\theta \theta} \cos \theta \sin \phi + G_{\phi \phi} \cos \theta \sin \phi
\]

(A10)

\[
G_{ix} = G_{rr} \cos \theta \sin \phi + G_{\theta \theta} \cos \theta \sin \phi + G_{\phi \phi} \cos \theta \sin \phi
\]

(A11)

\[
G_{z} = G_{rr} \cos \theta \cos \phi - G_{\phi \phi} \cos \phi \sin \phi - G_{\theta \theta} \sin \theta \sin \phi \sin \phi (A12)
\]
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Abstract — In this paper a novel ultra wideband monopole antenna with frequency band-stop performance is designed and manufactured. The proposed antenna consists of square radiating patch with a T-shaped ring slot and ground plane with two G-shaped slots. In the proposed structure, by cutting two G-shaped slots in the ground plane, additional resonance is excited and hence much wider impedance bandwidth can be produced, especially at the higher band. In order to create band-rejected function we use a T-shaped ring slot in the radiating patch. The fabricated antenna has the frequency band of 2.95 to over 15.65 GHz with a rejection band around 5.13-5.91 GHz. Good return loss and radiation pattern characteristics are obtained in the frequency band of interest. Simulated and measured results are presented to validate the usefulness of the proposed antenna structure for UWB applications.

Index Terms — Frequency Band-Notch Function, G-Shaped Slot, T-Ring Slot, Ultra-Wideband (UWB).

I. INTRODUCTION

Communication systems usually require smaller antenna size in order to meet the miniaturization requirements of radio-frequency (RF) units [1]. It is a well-known fact that planar monopole antennas present really appealing physical features, such as simple structure, small size, and low cost. Due to all these interesting characteristics, planar monopoles are extremely attractive to be used in emerging UWB applications, and growing research activity is being focused on them. Consequently, a number of planar monopoles with different geometries have been experimentally characterized [2]-[3].

The frequency range for UWB systems between 3.1-10.6 GHz will cause interference to the existing wireless communication systems for example the wireless local area network (WLAN) for IEEE 802.11a operating in 5.15-5.35 GHz and 5.725-5.825 GHz bands, so the UWB antenna with a band-notch function is required. Lately to generate the frequency band-notch function, modified planar monopoles several antennas with band-notch characteristic have been reported [4-8]. In [4], [5] and [6], different shapes of the slots (i.e., W-shaped, L-shaped and folded trapezoid) are used to obtain the desired band notched characteristics. Single and multiple [7] half wavelength U-shaped slots are embedded in the radiation patch to generate the single and multiple
band-notched functions, respectively. Other automatic design methods have been developed to achieve band-notch performance [8].

In this paper, a simple method for designing a novel and compact microstrip-fed monopole antenna with band-notch characteristic for UWB applications has been presented. In the proposed antenna, based on defected ground structure, for bandwidth enhancement we use two G-shaped slots on the ground plane. Also by using a T-shaped radiating patch a band-stop performance can be created. The presented monopole antenna has a small size of 12×18 mm². The size of the designed antenna is smaller than the UWB antennas with band-notched function reported recently, which has at least a size reduction of 15% with respect to the previous similar antenna [4-8]. Good return loss and radiation pattern characteristics are obtained in the frequency band of interest. Simulated and measured results are presented to validate the usefulness of the proposed antenna structure for UWB applications.

In the proposed structure, by cutting the modified T-shaped ring slot of suitable dimensions at the monopole’s patch a double fed structure can be constructed. This structure has a novel feeding configuration that consists of a splitting network connected to two symmetrical ports on its base. Using the Theory of Characteristic Modes it has been demonstrated that the insertion of two symmetric feed ports prevents the excitation of horizontal currents and assures that only the dominant vertical current mode is present in the structure [2]. As a result, unlike other antennas reported in the literature to date [5]-[9], the proposed antenna displays a good omni-directional with low cross-polarization level radiation pattern even at higher frequencies.

II. ANTENNA DESIGN

The presented small square monopole antenna fed by a microstrip line is shown in Fig. 1, which is printed on an FR4 substrate of thickness 1.6 mm, permittivity 4.4, and loss tangent 0.018. The basic monopole antenna structure consists of a square patch, a feed line, and a ground plane. The square patch has a width \( W \). The patch is connected to a feed line of width of \( W_f \) and length of \( L_f \). The width of the microstrip feed line is fixed at 2 mm. On the other side of the substrate, a conducting ground plane is placed. The proposed antenna is connected to a 50- SMA connector for signal transmission.

Regarding defected ground structures (DGS), the creating slots in the ground plane provide an additional current path. Moreover, this structure changes the inductance and capacitance of the input impedance, which in turn leads to change the bandwidth. The DGS applied to a microstrip line causes a resonant character of the structure transmission with a resonant frequency controllable by changing the shape and size of the slot [8]. Therefore, by cutting two G-shaped slots at the ground plane and carefully adjusting its parameters, much enhanced impedance bandwidth may be achieved. In addition, as illustrated in Fig. 1, a T-shaped ring slot in the radiating patch can perturb the resonant response and also acts as a half-wave resonant structure [3]-[5]. At the notch frequency, the current concentrated on the edges of the interior and exterior of the T-shaped ring slot. As a result, the desired high attenuation near the notch frequency can be produced. The final dimensions of the designed antenna are specified in Table I.

### Table I: The final dimensions of the designed antenna

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>mm</th>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>mm</th>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( W_{Sub} )</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>( L_{Sub} )</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>( L_f )</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_V )</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>( L_S )</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>( L_{S2} )</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W_p )</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>( L )</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>( W )</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W_{S1} )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>( L_{S1} )</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>( W_{S2} )</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W_{S3} )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( L_{S3} )</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>( W_{V} )</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W_{V1} )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( W_{V2} )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( L_{gnd} )</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this Section, the microstrip monopole antenna with various design parameters were constructed, and the numerical and experimental results of the input impedance and radiation characteristics are presented and discussed. The parameters of this proposed antenna are studied by changing one parameter at a time and fixing
the others. The simulated results are obtained using the Ansoft simulation software high-frequency structure simulator (HFSS) [9].

Figure 2 shows the structure of the various monopole antennas used for new additional resonance and band notch performance simulation studies. VSWR characteristics for ordinary square monopole antenna (Fig. 2(a)), with a pair of G-shaped slots in the ground plane (Fig. 2(b)), and the proposed antenna structure (Fig. 2(c)) are compared in Fig. 3. Fig. As shown in Fig. 3, it is found that by inserting a pair of G-shaped slots in the ground plane, the antenna can create the third resonant frequency at 13 GHz. Also as shown in Fig. 3, in this structure, Also as shown in Fig. 3, in this structure, a modified T-shaped ring slot in the square radiating patch with variable dimensions is used in order to generate the frequency band stop performance. [6]-[7]. Also the input impedance of the various monopole antenna structures that shown in Fig. 2, on a Smith Chart is shown in Fig. 4.

To understand the phenomenon behind this new additional resonance performance, the simulated current distributions on the ground plane for the proposed antenna with two G-shaped slots at 13 GHz are presented in Fig. 5 (a). It can be observed in Fig. 5 (a) that the current concentrated on the edges of the interior and exterior of the two G-shaped slots at 13 GHz. Therefore, the antenna impedance changes at these frequencies due to the resonant properties of the G-shaped slots [8]. It is found that by using these slots, third resonance at 13 GHz. Another important design parameter of this structure is the T-shaped ring slot in radiating patch. Figure 5 (b) presents the simulated current distributions on the ground plane at the notch frequency (5.5 GHz). As shown in Fig. 5 (b), at the notch frequency the current flows are more dominant around of the T-shaped ring slot. As a result, the desired high attenuation near the notch frequency can be produced [6]-[7].

In this study, the T-shaped ring slot is used in order to generate the frequency band-stop performance as displayed in Fig. 1. The simulated VSWR curves with different values of \( W_1 \) are plotted in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6, when the interior width of the T-shaped ring slot increases from 1 to 2.5 mm, the center of notch frequency is increases from 4.3 to 6.7 GHz. From these results, we can conclude that the notch frequency is controllable by changing the interior width of the T-shaped ring slot.
Fig. 4. The simulated input impedance on a Smith chart of the various monopole antenna structures shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5. Simulated surface current distributions for the proposed antenna, (a) on the ground plane at 13 GHz (third resonance frequency), (b) on the radiating patch at 5.5 GHz (notch frequency).

Another main effect of the T-shaped ring slot occurs on the filter bandwidth. In this structure, the width $L_1$, is the critical parameter to control the filter bandwidth. Figure 7 illustrates the simulated VSWR characteristics with various length of $L_1$. As the gap distance between the T-shaped ring slot increases from 0.4 to 1.2 mm, the filter bandwidth is varied from 0.5 to 1.7 GHz. Therefore the bandwidth of notch frequency is controllable by changing the width of $L_1$.

Fig. 6. Simulated VSWR characteristic with different values of $W_1$.

Fig. 7. Simulated VSWR characteristics for the proposed antenna with different values of $L_1$.

Figure 8 shows the measured and simulated VSWR characteristics of the proposed antenna. The fabricated antenna has the frequency band of 2.95 to over 15.65 GHz with a rejection band around 5.13 to 5.91 GHz. Also in order to clearly show the resonance frequencies the measured and simulated return loss characteristics of the proposed antenna shown in Fig. 9. As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, there exists a discrepancy between measured data and the simulated results this could be due to the effect of the SMA port, and also the accuracy of the simulation due to the wide range of simulation frequencies. In order to confirm the accurate return loss characteristics for the designed antenna, it is recommended that the manufacturing and measurement process need to be performed carefully.
V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel small square slot antenna with variable band-stop characteristic for UWB applications has been proposed. In this design, the proposed antenna can operate from 2.95 to 15.65 GHz with 
VSWR < 2 with a rejection band around 5.13 to 5.91 GHz. and unlike other antennas reported in the literature to date, the proposed antenna displays a good omni-directional radiation pattern even at higher frequencies. Good return loss and radiation pattern characteristics are obtained in the frequency band of interest. The designed antenna has a small size. Simulated and experimental results show that the proposed antenna could be a good candidate for UWB application.
Fig. 11. Maximum gain comparisons for the ordinary square antenna (simulated), and the proposed antenna (measured).
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A novel compact Ultra-Wideband (UWB) antenna with triple band-notched characteristics is presented. The antenna patch consists of several circular rings and a small circle. The antenna has a compact size of $25 \times 20$ mm$^2$, which has been printed on a Rogers RO4003 substrate. Moreover, the proposed antenna has been successfully fabricated and measured, showing broadband matched impedance (2.8 up to more than 20GHz, VSWR $\leq 2$); almost stable gain and good omnidirectional radiation patterns.

Index Terms — Triple Band-Notches, Ultra Wideband (UWB), WiMAX, WLAN, ITU, microstrip antenna.

I. INTRODUCTION

After allocation of the frequency band of 3.1-10.6 GHz (UWB) for commercial that is used by the FCC (Federal Communication Commission) [1], Ultra Wideband systems have received phenomenal gravitation in wireless communication. The UWB technology provides promising solutions for the future communication systems because of different advantages such as small emission power, low cost for short range access and remote sensing applications, high data rate and large bandwidth. On the other hand, the frequency range for UWB systems will cause interference with existing narrow band wireless communication systems. For instance, The wireless local area network (WLAN) for IEEE 802.11a operating at 5.15-5.35 and 5.725-5.825 GHz, the Worldwide Interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX) for IEEE 802.16 operating at 3.4-3.69, 5.25-5.85 GHz, and ITU Band (8.025-8.4 GHz). Therefore, UWB antennas with band-notched characteristics to filter the potential interference are desirable. Nowadays, many UWB antennas without and with various band-notched properties have developed [2-12]. The proposed antenna can be used in UWB systems which need no filters to suppress dispensable bands. The both Ansoft High Frequency Simulation Structure (HFSS) [13] and computer Simulation Technology (CST) [14] Three-dimensional (3-D) electromagnetic EM simulators are used to optimize the presented design. The proposed antenna with three tuneable narrow notched bands, which capability of its increasing exists, is proposed. The triple-band notch was successfully implemented and the simulated results show reasonable agreement with the measured results. Rest of the paper describes the antenna design in Section II, discussions on results is presented in Section III and followed by conclusive comments and further scope in Section IV.

II. ANTENNA DESIGN

The geometry of the proposed CPW-fed antenna for UWB applications is depicted in Fig. 1; also the optimized values of parameters are listed in Table I.
Fig. 1. Geometry of the proposed antenna.

Table 1: Optimal parameter values of the antenna and scale of the parameters (mm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L_S</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_S</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_f</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_f1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_f2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_i</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_i</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_i</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t_1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t_2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t_3</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_g1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_g2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε_r</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε_r</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The antenna is printed on a $25 \times 20 \text{mm}^2$ Rogers RO4003 substrate with relative permittivity 3.55, thickness 0.8mm, and loss tangent 0.0027. The antenna consists of three rings with radiiues $R_1$, $R_2$, $R_3$ and thicknesses of $t_1$, $t_2$, $t_3$ respectively, a small circle with radius $R_i$ in front of the side, and one nearly semicircular ground on the back side. Besides, the antenna feed line is in the form of trapezium with parameters $W_{f1}$, $W_{f2}$, and $L_f$ which is connected to a SMA connector 50Ω from Gigalane company with part number of PSF-S02 Series1. Presentation of a novel technique to obtain the controllable notches is the most advantage of the antenna. By enhancing the number of circular rings, the number of notched bands can be easily increased. Figure 2 exhibits Photograph of the fabricated antenna. The next section is about the antenna design process and the effect of various parameters on VSWR.

**III. ANTENNA PERFORMANCE AND DISCUSSION**

In this section, the design procedure of the triple band-notches antenna by VSWR curves is demonstrated. Note that the simulated results are obtained using the HFSS and CST software's.

Fig. 2. Photograph of the fabricated antenna and scale of the ruler (cm).

### A. Full-Band Design

The main reference or primary shape of the triple band-notches antenna was in the form of circular monopole with radius $R_3+t_3$ which is shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. Simulated VSWR of the referenced antenna.](image)

Also, in this Figure VSWR can be seen in a way that the bandwidth for VSWR $\leq 2$ is from 3.1 up to more than 20 GHz. Meanwhile, structure of the ground and feed line are similar to the proposed antenna structure.

### B. Triple band-notches Design

In this section, the design procedure of the notches and the effect of varying the major parameters on lower, middle, and finally upper notched band are examined. The main idea of the
proposed antenna has come from [2-3]. The proposed antenna has plenty of benefits related to these references. According to it, size of the proposed antenna has been fallen 74% and 44% related to [2], [3] respectively. It is also noticeable that bandwidth of the proposed antenna has been risen 20% and 50% related to [2], [3] in order. The last advantage of the antenna is three notches that in both of the references is a notch. At first, the effect of varying radius $R_3$ on VSWR for three cases is studied. Figures 4a to 4c illustrate the effect of varying radius $R_3$ on VSWR in the form of a notch (a), two notches (b), and three notches (c) respectively. From Figs. 4 can be concluded parameter $R_3$ which has an independent effect on lower notched band. On the other hand, other notches have not major effect on the first notched band and this subject makes easy design of the antenna. As previously expected, by increasing radius $R_3$ the notched-band frequency is decreased and vice versa. Last point in Figs. 4 is related to amount of frequency shift in a way that for Fig. 4a, in case of one notch, by varying $R_3$ frequency shift is more than 1GHz, while in Figs. 4b and 4c is not same. The best value to filter WiMAX band interference, 3.4 up to 3.69 GHz, is 7.8 mm.

In Fig. 5 the design procedure of notch on middle band in two cases (a), and (b) has been exhibited. As shown in Fig. 5, it is found that the second notch on middle band is independent from other notches; it means that by varying $R_2$ the second notch is just shifted, while other notches on lower and upper band are constant. Amount of frequency shift for proposed antenna in case (b) is more than case (a). The desired value to filter WLAN and WiMAX bands interference, 5.15 up to 5.85 GHz, is 5.2mm.

Figure 6 exhibits VSWR for different values of $R_1$. The best value $R_1$ to filter ITU band interference, 8.025-8.4 GHz, is 3.5mm. The proposed antenna has been implemented based on the dimensions presented in Table I. The VSWR of the proposed antenna has been measured using an Agilent E8362B network analyzer in its full operational span (10 MHz-20 GHz). The simulated and measured VSWR of the fabricated antenna are depicted in Fig. 7.
Moreover, Fig. 7 to compare the VSWR results between the proposed antenna and referenced circular monopole antenna has been presented. This point should be again repeated which each circular ring corresponds to a notch. It can be observed that the antenna has a wideband performance of 3.05 to more than 20GHz for VSWR≤ 1.7. Besides, the impedance bandwidth consists of three notched bands of 3.26-3.76, 5.14-5.87, and 8-8.5 GHz. It is apparent that the presented antenna can be used for higher frequencies above the FCC band. This behavior almost was predicted from HFSS based on the finite element method (FEM). Good agreement between simulated and measured results is observed and a bit difference between them is attributed to factors such as inappropriate quality of the microwave substrate effects, fabrication imperfections, and SMA connector.

**C. Time-Domain Analysis**

In this portion, more is used from CST software to analyse the antenna in time domain. In UWB systems, the information is transmitted using short pulses. Hence, it is important to study the temporal behavior of the transmitted pulse. The communication system for UWB pulse transmission must limit distortion, spreading and disturbance as much as possible. Group delay is an important parameter in UWB communication, which represents the degree of distortion of pulse signal. The key in UWB antenna design is to obtain a good linearity of the phase of the radiated
field because the antenna should be able to transmit the electrical pulse with minimal distortion. The group delay is usually used to evaluate the phase response of the transfer function because it is defined as the rate of change of the total phase shift with respect to angular frequency. Ideally, when the phase response is strictly linear, the group delay is constant.

\[
\text{group delay} = -\frac{d\theta(w)}{dw}
\]  

(1)

As depicted from Fig. 8, the group delay variation is less than 1ns over the frequency band without notched bands which ensure us pulse transmitted or received by the antenna will not distort seriously and will retain its shape.

Fig. 8. Simulated group delay versus frequency for the proposed antenna.

As expected before, the groups delay variation at notches from 3.4-3.69GHz, 5.15-5.85GHz, and 8.025-8.4 GHz for WiMAX, WLAN, and ITU bands with respect to other frequencies is much. In spite of it, therefore, the proposed antenna is suitable for modern UWB communication systems. Transient response of the antenna is studied by modeling the antenna by its transfer function. The transmission coefficient \( S_{21} \) was simulated in the frequency domain for the face-to-face orientation. Figure 9 shows the magnitude of measured \( S_{21} \) for the face-to-face and side by side orientations. As it is apparent, \( S_{21} \) plot is almost flat with variation less than 15dB in the operating band. The reason of three tangible resonances in \( S_{21} \) plot is due to three notches WiMAX, WLAN, and ITU bands.

Fig. 9. Simulated \( S_{21} \) with a pair of identical antennas for face to face and side by side orientations.

Phase of \( S_{21} \) the face to face and side by side orientations has been plotted, also and is shown in the Fig. 10. As previously expected, the plot shows a linear variation of phase in the total operating band except notched bands.

Fig. 10. Simulated Phase of \( S_{21} \) for face to face and side by side orientations.

The transfer function is transformed to time domain by performing the inverse Fourier transform. Fourth derivative of a Gaussian function is selected as the transmitted pulse.
Therefore the output waveform at the receiving antenna terminal can be expressed by convoluting the input signal and the transfer function. The input and received waveforms for the face-to-face and side-by-side orientations of the antenna are shown in Fig. 11.

![Fig. 11. Simulated transmitted and received pulses by the simulator CST.](image)

Fig. 11. Simulated transmitted and received pulses by the simulator CST.

It can be seen that the shape of the pulse is preserved in all the cases. Only due to being three notches, there is a bit distortion on received pulses which it was predictable. Using the reference and received signals, it becomes possible to quantify the level of similarity between signals. In telecommunication systems, the correlation between the transmitted (TX) and received (RX) signals is evaluated using the fidelity factor (1)

\[
F = \max_{\tau} \left| \frac{\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} S(t)r(t-\tau)dt}{\sqrt{\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} S(t)^2 dt \cdot \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} r(t)^2 dt}} \right|
\]  

(2)

Where \(S(t)\) and \(r(t)\) are the TX and RX signals, respectively. For impulse radio in UWB communications, it is necessary to have a high degree of correlation between the TX and RX signals to avoid losing the modulated information. However, for most other telecommunication systems, the fidelity parameter is not that relevant. In order to evaluate the pulse transmission characteristics of the proposed UWB antenna with triple band-notches, two configurations (side-by-side and face-to-face orientations) were chosen. The transmitting and receiving antennas were placed in a \(d=0.5\) m distance from each other. As shown in Fig. 11, although the received pulses in each of two orientations are broadened, a relatively good similarity exists between the RX and TX pulses. Using (1), the fidelity factor for the face-to-face and side-by-side configurations were obtained equal to 0.72 and 0.7, respectively. Values the fidelity factor show that the antenna imposes negligible effects on the transmitted pulses. The pulse transmission results are obtained using CST.

D. Radiation Characteristics

The \(y-z\) plane and the \(x-z\) plane are selected to show the antenna radiation patterns referred to as E-plane and H-plane, respectively. Figure 12 illustrates the antenna normalized radiation pattern at E-plane and H-plane at 4.2, 7, and 9 GHz.

![Fig. 12. Measured normalized radiation pattern of the antenna.](image)

Fig. 12. Measured normalized radiation pattern of the antenna.

It can be seen that the antenna has a nearly omni-directional radiation pattern in the H-plane and a dipole-like radiation pattern in the E-plane in the very wide frequency band. Figure 13 exhibits the measured gain of the antenna. It is quite clear...
that the antenna gain decreases down to -4 dBi at three WLAN, WiMAX, and ITU bands indicating the effect of the notched bands clearly.

Fig. 13. Measured gain versus frequency for the proposed antenna.

IV. CONCLUSION
A novel compact UWB printed monopole antenna with triple notched bands has been proposed. Three band-notching structures, including three circular rings, are exploited to obtain the aimed for rejection bands. By enhancing the number of circular rings, the number of notched bands can be increased easily. In addition, by changing the thickness of rings, the bandwidth of notched bands can be tuned. Moreover, sufficient bandwidth and good monopole-like radiation patterns are observed.
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Abstract — In this letter, a novel ultra wideband monopole antenna with frequency band-stop performance is designed and manufactured. The proposed antenna consists of two E-shaped structures in the radiating patch with a rotated E-shaped slot in the ground plane. The rotated E-shaped slot increases the bandwidth that provides a wide usable fractional bandwidth of more than 110% (3.05-11.50 GHz). In order to create band-rejected function, we use an E-shaped structure in the radiating patch and also by inserting a rotated coupled E-shaped strip we can improve band-notched performance and a frequency notch band of 5.07–5.92 GHz has been achieved. Good return loss and radiation pattern characteristics are obtained in the frequency band of interest. Simulated and measured results are presented to validate the usefulness of the proposed antenna structure for UWB applications.

Index Terms — Band-Notched Function, E-Shaped Structure, Printed Monopole Antenna (PMA), Ultra-Wideband (UWB) Communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Communication systems usually require smaller antenna size in order to meet the miniaturization requirements of radio-frequency (RF) units [1]. It is a well-known fact that planar monopole antennas present really appealing physical features such as simple structure, small size, and low cost. Due to all these interesting characteristics, planar monopole antennas are extremely attractive to be used in emerging UWB applications, and growing research activity is being focused on them. Consequently, a number of planar monopoles with different geometries have been experimentally characterized [2]-[5].

The frequency range for UWB systems between 3.1–10.6 GHz will cause interference to the existing wireless communication systems for example the wireless local area network (WLAN) for IEEE 802.11a operating in 5.15–5.35 GHz and 5.725–5.825 GHz bands, so the UWB antenna with a band-notched function is required. Lately to generate the frequency band-notched function, several modified planar antennas with band-stop characteristic have been reported [6]-[11]. In [6]-[9], different shapes of the slots (i.e., rectangular, square ring, W-shaped and folded trapezoid) are used to obtain the desired band-notched characteristics. Single and multiple [10] half-wavelength U-shaped to generate the frequency band-notched function, modified planar slits are embedded in the radiation patch to generate the single and multiple band-notched functions,
respectively. In [11], band-stop function is achieved by using a T-shaped coupled parasitic element in the ground plane.

In this letter, a different method for designing a novel and compact microstrip-fed monopole antenna with band-notched characteristic for UWB applications has been presented. In the proposed antenna for bandwidth enhancement, we use a rotated E-shaped slot in the ground plane and by using two E-shaped structures with variable dimensions in the radiating patch a band-stop performance can be created. The presented monopole antenna has a small size of 12×18 mm².

II. ANTENNA DESIGN

The presented small monopole antenna fed by a microstrip line is shown in Fig. 1, which is printed on an FR4 substrate of thickness 1.6 mm, permittivity 4.4, and loss tangent 0.018. The basic monopole antenna structure consists of a square patch, a feed line, and a ground plane. The square patch has a width W. The patch is connected to a feed line of width \( W_f \) and length \( L_f + L_{\text{gnd}} \).

Width of the microstrip feed line is fixed at 2 mm, as shown in Fig. 1. On the other side of the substrate, a conducting ground plane of width and length is placed. The proposed antenna is connected to a 50\( \Omega \) SMA connector for signal transmission.

In this study, based on defected ground structure (DGS), a rotated E-shaped slot in the ground plane is used to perturb an additional resonance at higher frequencies and increase the bandwidth [12]. Also, based on electromagnetic coupling theory (ECT), for generating band-stop performance we use two E-shaped structures in the radiating patch. In this structure, the coupled E-shaped strip is playing an important role in the band rejected characteristics of this antenna [13]. By inserting the coupled E-shaped strip, the desired high attenuation near the notch frequency can be produced.

The final values of proposed antenna design parameters are as follows: \( W_{\text{sub}} = 12\text{mm} \), \( L_{\text{sub}} = 18\text{mm} \), \( h_{\text{sub}} = 1.6\text{mm} \), \( W_f = 2\text{mm} \), \( L_f = 3.5\text{mm} \), \( W = 10\text{mm} \), \( W_s = 4\text{mm} \), \( L_s = 1.5\text{mm} \), \( W_{s1} = 1.25\text{mm} \), \( L_{s1} = 1\text{mm} \), \( W_{s2} = 0.5\text{mm} \), \( L_{s2} = 1.75\text{mm} \), \( W_e = 1.5\text{mm} \), \( L_e = 4.75\text{mm} \), \( W_{e1} = 0.25\text{mm} \), \( L_{e1} = 4.75\text{mm} \), \( W_p = 6.5\text{mm} \), \( L_p = 8\text{mm} \), \( W_{p1} = 1.5\text{mm} \), \( L_{p1} = 6\text{mm} \), \( W_{p2} = 1.5\text{mm} \), \( L_{p2} = 2\text{mm} \), \( W_d = 1.2\text{mm} \), and \( L_{\text{gnd}} = 3.5\text{mm} \).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The proposed microstrip Monopole antenna with various design parameters were constructed, and the numerical and experimental results of the input impedance and radiation characteristics are presented and discussed. The proposed microstrip-fed monopole antenna was fabricated and tested. The parameters of this proposed antenna are studied by changing one parameter at a time and fixing the others. The simulated results are
obtained using the Ansoft simulation software high-frequency structure simulator (HFSS) [14]. The configuration of the presented monopole antenna was shown in Fig. 1. Geometry for the ordinary square antenna (Fig. 2(a)), with a rotated E-shaped slot in the ground plane (Fig. 2(b)), E-shaped antenna with a rotated E-shaped slot in the ground plane (Fig. 2(c)) and the proposed antenna (Fig. 2(d)) structures are compared in Fig. 2.

Return loss characteristics for the structures that were shown in Fig. 2 are compared in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, it is observed that the upper frequency bandwidth is affected by using the rotated E-shaped slot in the ground plane and the notched frequency bandwidth is sensitive to the coupled E-shaped strip on the radiating patch. Also the input impedance of the various monopole antenna structures that studied on Fig. 3, on a Smith Chart is shown in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 2.](image1)
(a) Ordinary square antenna, (b) with a rotated E-shaped slot in the ground plane, (c) E-shaped antenna with a rotated E-shaped slot in the ground plane, and (d) the proposed antenna structure.

![Fig. 3.](image2)
Simulated return loss characteristics for the antennas shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 4.](image3)
The simulated input impedance on a Smith chart of the various monopole antennas structures shown in Fig. 2.

In order to understand the phenomenon behind this additional resonance performance, the simulated current distributions on the ground plane for the proposed antenna at 10.9 GHz are presented in Fig. 5(a). It is found by cutting a rotated E-shaped slot in the ground plane, third resonance at 10.9 GHz can be achieved.

![Fig. 5(a).](image4)
Simulated surface current distributions for the proposed monopole antenna, (a) in the ground plane at 3.5 GHz, and (b) on the radiating patch at 5.5 GHz.

Other important design parameters of this structure are E-shaped structures on the radiating patch. Fig. 5(b) presents the simulated current distributions on
the radiating patch at the notched frequency (5.5 GHz). As shown in Fig. 5(b), at the notched frequency the current flows are more dominant around of the E-shaped strip structures.

Figure 6 shows the simulated VSWR curves with different values of $L_p$. As shown in Fig. 6, when the exterior length of the coupled E-shaped strip increases from 5.5 to 9.5 mm, the center of notched frequency is decreases from 6.1 to 4.9 GHz. From these results, we can conclude that notched frequency is controllable by changing the exterior length of the coupled E-shaped strip.

![Figure 6. Simulated VSWR characteristics for the proposed antenna with different values of $L_p$.](image)

Another main effect of the coupled E-shaped strip occurs on the filter bandwidth. In this structure, the width of $W_d$ is a critical parameter to control the filter bandwidth. Figure 7 illustrates the simulated VSWR characteristics with various length of $W_d$. When the width of $W_d$ increases from 0.5 to 2.25 mm, the filter bandwidth is varied from 0.7 to 1.9 GHz. Therefore the bandwidth of notched frequency is controllable by changing the width of $W_d$.

![Figure 7. Simulated VSWR characteristics for the proposed antenna with different values of $W_d$.](image)

The proposed antenna with final design, as shown in Fig. 8 was built and tested. Measured and simulated VSWR characteristics of the proposed antenna were shown in Fig. 9. The fabricated antenna has the frequency band of 3.05 to 11.5 GHz with a bad-stop function around of 5-6 GHz.

![Figure 8. Photograph of the realized printed monopole antenna.](image)

![Figure 9. Measured and simulated VSWR characteristics for the proposed antenna.](image)
Fig. 10. Measured radiation patterns of the proposed antenna (a) 4 GHz, (b) 7 GHz, and (c) 10 GHz.

Figure 10 illustrates the measured radiation patterns, including co-polarization and cross-polarization in the H–plane (x–z plane) and E-plane (y–z plane). It can be seen that the radiation patterns in x–z plane are nearly omnidirectional for the three frequencies. The maximum gain of the proposed antenna was shown in Fig. 11. A sharp decrease of maximum gain in the notched frequency band at 5.5 GHz is shown in Fig. 11. For other frequencies outside the notched frequency band, the antenna gain with the filter is similar to those without it.

V. CONCLUSION
A new small printed monopole antenna (PMA) with band-notched function for UWB applications presented, in this paper. The proposed antenna can operate from 3.05 to 11.80 GHz with WLAN rejection band around 5.07–5.92 GHz. In order to enhance bandwidth, we cut a rotated E-shaped slot in the ground plane and also by using two E-shaped structures at the radiating patch a frequency band-notched function can be achieved and improved. The designed antenna has a small size of 12×18 mm². Simulated and experimental results show that the proposed antenna could be a good candidate for UWB applications.
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